
VYAKARANA MAHABHASYA OF PA TANJALI 
ON PANINI 3.1 (AHNIKAS 1 TO 6) (5)* 

Stephen Peter THOMPSON 

26.1 sabdavairakalahiibhraka{lvameghebhyaiJ karar:te /13/111711 

atatta.ftkakotapotasotapru#tiplu.$!tlgraha7J,af!l kartavyam I ata I 
atayate II atta I attayate II srka I sikayate II kota I kotayate II 
poftl I potayate II sota I sotayate II pru${tl I pru${tlyate II plU$!tl I 
plu${tlyate II 

Ptl~J,ini 3.1.17: The pratyaya kyan in the sense of making (i.e. of kr to 
make) acts after those words as karman/object of the action viz. sabda 
(sound), vaira (hostility), kalaha (strife), abhra (cloud), ka~J,va (sin) 
and megha (cloud)". 

Bhtl$ya: Specific mention should be made of (the following as having 
the pratyaya kyan in the sense of making) at atta srka kota pota sota 
pru$ftl plu${tl. atayate He enters upon a roaming life; attayate He is 
overbearing; srkayate It rains in fine drops; kotayate He makes a bend 
or fortress (?); potayate She becomes a hermaphrodite, sotayate?; 
pru${tlyate It sprinkles; plu${tlyate It bums. 

26.5 sudinadurdinabhytlf!l ca IIlii 

sudinadurdinabhytlf!l ceti vaktavyaml sudinayate durdinayate I I 

Varttika 1: And (kyan) acts after the words sudina and durdina. 

* The preceding parts of the present paper were published in Nagoya Studies in Indian Culture 
and Buddhism: Saf!'lbhti$a, vols., 23, 24, 25, and 26. In Dr. Thompson's Ph.D. dissertation critical 
notes are provided in chapter 6, but in the present paper those notes are inserted after the text and 
translation of the Mahabha:jya on each Pa1,1inisutra for the convenience of the reader. Accordingly, 
the present reproduction lacks an independent chapter providing those notes. 
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Bhii$ya: And it should be stated that (kyan acts) after (the words) 
sudina and durdina. sudinayate It becomes a fine day/ A fine day is 
brought about. It makes a good day. durdinayate It becomes an 
overcast day, covered with clouds/ It makes a rainy day/ An overcast/ 
rainy day is brought about/made. 

26.6 nfhiiriic ca 11211 

nrhariic ceti vaktavyam I nfhiirayate II 

Varttika 2: And (kyan) acts after the word nrhara. 

Bhii$ya: And it should be stated that (kyan) acts the word nrhara. 
Nrhariiyate "It becomes misty. It causes or makes mist." 

Notes on MahiiBhfi$ya on Piil}ini 3.1.17 

Viirttika Summary 
The two varttikas give three more words after which kyan acts in the sense 
of making, namely sudina and durdina in the first, and nrhara in the 
second. 

Bhfi$ya Summary 
Patafijali effectively starts with his own varttika, listing six other words 
ata etc. after which kyan acts in the sense of making, followed by the 
derivative forms. Likewise for the two varttikas he provides the examples. 

26.1 sabda vaira kalaha abhra kal)va meghal:z bhyasa, karal)a ni (kyan) 
ka ... ity etebhya karal)e karoty arthe kyan pratyayo bhavati 
tr. See text. 
sabda m. sound, noise, voice, tone, note Jfiana Bindo Cp. 2.1; seven
fold M.Bh. 12.6858; eight-fold Dharmas 35; ten-fold M.Bh.14.1418; word 
S.Br. 14.7, 2.23, Nir. 1.2.16; the right word, correct expression, opposed to 
apaSabda Pat. 1.1.1 etc.; the sacred syllable 'Om' Amrt. Up. 9.30, Naigh. 
11, Nir. 1.2, 10.12. 
ya/:zkaS ca sabdo vagevasa sat 14.4.3.10 
amara 1.5.7 raparrz sabdo gandharasaspadas ca ca vi.yaya amz 
sapyate akrufyate 
sapa (bhva· di" u· a• 10001138 akrose) dan 
sasapibhyarrz dadanau u 0 4.97 
sabda kyan = sabdarrz karoti sabdayate (drrgha 7.4.25) 
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Vop. 21.10, Nir. 2.9, 11.9 M.Bh. 6.1887 
sabdayamane patahe kar"(ladaril:ti to make a sound (ace.); cry, yell, bray. 

26.1 vaira m.f.n. (from vrra) hostile, inimical, revengeful, A. V. 
10.1.19 n. enmity, hostility,A.V.12.528heroism W. 
amara 1.7.25 vairarrz virodho vidvesa/:t vrrasya karma dvandvad vun vaira 
maithunikayo/:t 4.3.125 iti nirdesat 
'hayananta' 'yuvadibhyo '"(l' 5.1.130 (yuvaditvtid va u"(l) (bhave karma"(li) 
vrra vrrayati vrra (cuo ao sea 1903 vikrantau) ac (pacadi 3.1.134) 
vairayate to become hostile, behave like an enemy. 
vairayabha"(la begin hostilities against Bhatt. 5.75. 
kalaha (am) n. strife, contention, quarrel, fight M.Bh. 2.17.80, Mn. 4.121 
etc. 
ardhaca purrzsi ca 2.4.31 
amara 2.8.104 kalahavigrahau 
kalasya hananam 'anyebhyo 'pi drfyate' 3.2.101 
va 0 iti 1i 
hana (ao pao ao 1012 hirrzsagatyo) 4 (te 6.4.143) 
kalahayate to quarrel, contend 
strrpuruso kalahayete pa 2.4.9 ka 
tadyatha sahatvadarthe kalahayato sameyatr vela vilamna paficata 207, 
22 
ababhra (sometimes spelt abbhra according to the derivation ababhra 
'water-bearer') 
abhra"(li ... ab bhara"(lat (charrzo upao 2.15.1 sarrzkara) 

n. (rarely, m. A.V. 9.6.47 and 75) cloud, thunder-cloud, rainy weather R.V. 
1. 79.2 etc. ( c.f. Gk. ombros Latin imber) 
na bibharti kirrzcit 4umrm (juo u· ao 1087 dhara"(laposa"(layo/:t) ka 
(tundasokayo/:t) 3.2.5 va malavibhujaditvat ka/:t 
yadva apo bhrafyanti asmat, 'anyebhyo 'pi' (vao 3.2.101) iti qaf:t 
abhrayate to create clouds 
ka"(lva See notes on 3.1.16 vao 1 ka"(lvayate to make or cause or do 
mischief. 

26.1 megha 'sprinkler', a cloud R. V. 1.181.8 etc. 
mehati miha (bhvao pao sea 992 secane) ac 3.1.134 
nyankvadrnarrz ca 7.3.53 (ka/:t) 

meghayate to form clouds, become cloudy, (only meghayamana T.S. 
7.5.11.1) 

26.2 ata the act or habit of roaming or wandering about (especially as 
a religious mendicant) Ratnak + Nila-k in S.K.Dr. 
ata (bhvao pao sea 295 gatau) aca (3.1.134) tap (4.1.4) 
atayate to become a religious mendicant. 
atta overbearing conduct (?) 
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atta (bhva· a· se· 273 atikramar:w-himsanayol;t) ghafi 
karmaiJ,i 3.3.14 ac (3.1.134) tap 
attttyatega to be overbearing (?) 
srka only recorded in this varttika as a feminine noun except in T.P.-3.2. 
szkr se 75 secane 
srkayate to rain in fine drops, drizzle, sprinkle. 
srkayi.yyantu T.S. 7.5.11.2. 
srkayanta v.s. 22.26. 

26.3 meghayi.yyate svaha meghayate svaha 
srkayi.yyate svaha srkayate svaha Tai" 7.5.11 
Tai" pra• 3.5 prasyendriya ... pu$piimegha pra sva 3.2. deva Jrka ... 
suddha 
kota with a bend (?), fortress (?), stronghold (?) 
kuta (tu• pa· se· 1365 kautilye) ac 3.1.134 tap (4.1.4) 
kutayate to make a bond, or a stronghold. 
pota f. a hermaphrodite or a woman with a beard, a female servant or 
slave H. 534 H.Car. 18. 
amara 2.6.15 pota strzpurrtsalak$a1J.{l puta tu • pa • se • 1397 sarrtfle$a1J.e 
potttyate potayati yu u bht:l$artha 3.1.134 to make someone a 
hermaphrodite. 
sota unknown, only occurs here 3.1.17 Va. 1. 
sota kyait sotayate 
pu$ta burnt or sprinkled. 

26.4 amara 2.1.99 prQ$tuplu$tO$ita dagdhe 
prU$U p/$u (bhva• pa· se· 702, 703 dahe) kva tap 4.1.4 
ktal;t (ni$tha 3.2.102 bhute) 
yasya vibht:l$a 7.2.15 (na it) 
pru$(iiyate to make bum, or to make wet or to fill. 
plu$ta pru$a trya • pa • se • 1527 snehasasevanapura1J,e$U 
plu$a krya• pa· se· 1529 snehasasevanapura1J,e$U 
plu$tayate to bum or to fill. 
quoted in UIJ,. 1.152 formation of plu$tal;t rainy season, drop of water. 

26.5 sudina m.f.(a) n. clear, bright (as the/a day or morning) R. V. 
7.11.2 n. a clear or fine or auspicious day R. V.7.18.21 
happy time, happiness (sukha) Naigh. 3.6 
amara 1.4.2 ghastro dinahanr va tu klrbe divasavasarau 
dryate k$z1J.{lrrt bhavati drrja (di" a· a· 1134 k$aye) nak 
i~J.QSinajidrrja (u· 3.2) 
bahulakadabhasval;t 
sudinayate to become a fine day, clear up. 
durdina n. a rainy or cloudy day, bad weather, Kaus. 

m.f.n. cloudy, rainy, dark M.Bh. 7.477 
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durdinayate to become covered with clouds. 
3. nzhara m. (once n.) mist, fog, near frost, heavy dew, R.V. 10.82.7 
amara 1.2.18 ava&yayas tu nzharas !U$tiras tuhinam himam 
nihiyate hriia (bhva· u· a· 799 hara!J.e) ghaii (3.3.19) 
upasargasya ghanyamanu$ye bahulam 6.3.122 (dzrgha/:t) 
nzharayate to become or make mist. 

26.9 sukhiidibhya/J kartrvedaniiyiim 1/3/1/1811 

kartrvedanayam iti kim artham I iha ma bhat I sukhaf!'l 
vedayate prasadhako devadattasya I I kartrvedanayam ity 
ucyamane 'py atra prapnoti I kif!'l kara1}am I kartur itzyaf!l 
kartari $a$(l I vedanayam iti cano bhave I sa yady evatmano 
vedayate 'thapi parasya kartrvedanaivasau bhavati II na 
kartrgrahatJena vedanabhisafj'lbadhyate I kim tarhi I sukhadzny 
abhisaf!'lbadhyante I kartur yani sukhadrni I I 

PatJini 3.1.18: The pratyaya kyan acts after the words sukha 
(pleasure) and the rest in the sense of the experience/feeling of the 
agent. 

Bhti$ya: Why (is it said) "When the feeling belongs to the agent"? So 
that it should be applicable here: "The valet de chambre (the attendant 
who dresses his master) makes knownlvedayate Devadatta's 
happiness". Even when it is being stated "when the feeling is that of 
the Agent", here also (kyan) obtains. 

What is the reason? "(The kartr in the satra is for) kartur (of the 
agent), so this is kartari $a$(l sixth case (used) in denoting the Agent, 
and the pratyaya ana, in the word vedanayam, (yuc [c.f. Vart. on 
3.3.107] acts) in the sense of state of action (abstract action of the 
dhatu) after vid (to know) to form vedana, in the sense of feeling 
perception or knowledge. If he experiences feelings for himself, then 
too that is applicable as the feeling of agent for another. 

It is not with the specific mention of the agent that the feeling is 
connected. What is it then? Sukha (pleasure) and the rest are 
connected. Those pleasures etc. which pertain to the agent. 
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Notes on MahiiBh~ya on PiiQini 3.1.18 

Bhiifiya Summary 
Patafijali explains the point of the reference to the agent in the satra is to 
exclude the cases where it is not the agent's feeling. Even if we construe 
'kartul:t' as sixth case in the sense of agent, so we might say it applied 
where feeling of the agent is for another, he construes feeling as connected 
primarily with sukha etc. which pertains to the agent, so there is no 
question of it applying to the feeling for another. 

26.9 sukha adi bhyas kartr vedana ni ka karmagrahaJJ-am anuvartate 
sukha ity evam adibhya/:l karmabhyo vedanayam arthe 'nubhave 
kyan pratyayo bhavati vedayituscetkartu/:l sambandhrni sukhadrni 
bhavanti 
The mention of karman (as karmana/:l 'after the object') follows on 
(from 3.1.15). The pratyaya kyan acts in the sense of feeling 
gained in experience after the words sukha (pleasure) etc. when the 
words sukha etc. are connected with the agent who perceives or 
knows (the pleasure etc.). 

sukha m.f.n. running swiftly or easily (of cars or chariots) easy R. V. 
1.20.3 
pleasant, agreeable V.S. 3.50 (rare in Veda) 
comfortable, happy, prosperous (sukhini, R. 2.42.15) 
n. ease, easiness, comfort, prosperity, pleasure, happiness, joy, delight 
S.Br. 41.5.74 
Kau$. Up. 2.15 
sobhanani khanyanena khanyate khanu (bhvao U 0 seo avadaraJJ-e) ita (Vii 0 

3.2.109) 
sukha du/:lkha (CU 0 U 0 seo 19291930 tat kritayam) ac (bhave 3.3.56) 
sukha vedayate sukhayate He experiences or feels pleasure or happiness, 
to feel pleased, be at ease or comfortable, Das. 130.2 Bhatt. 5.74 
vedana (ytJ4apa/:l7.3.1l3, Neram nadyamnrbhya/:l7.3.116 yam) 
f. pain, torture, agony, M.Bh. 3.136.38; R. 67.25 etc.; feeling, sensation, 
Yajfi. 3.130; perception, knowledge, (rarely) 
vida (ao pao ao 1064 jfiane) yuca JJ-Yiisasanyo yuca 3.3.107 (striyam) 
vii su prakara!J-e ghahi$andividimya upasaf!lkhyanam 
bha ka1J4vadibhyo yak 3 .1.27 va 0 4 
2.37.7 asti me ka1J4ar iti vedanamatrasya sarhnidhye I have a scratch, 
when there is mere sensation of an itch. 
4. kartr itryaf!l kartari $asthr 
The kartr in the satra is for kartur 'of the agent' so this is sixth case used 
in denoting the agent. 
kartrkarmaJJ-ii/:l krti 2.3.65 ($a${hr) 
"The sixth case is applicable after a word in denoting the agent and the 
object when used in conjunction with a word ending in a krt pratyaya." 
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krdatin 3.1.93 
bhavata/:l sayika your turn of lying down. 
So this is the feeling or experience of the Agent. 
kim tarhrti. Kai vedanaya/:l kartaram anatareQ.abhavat kartrgraha!)
asamarthyat sukhadrni vise~ante kartrgraha1)af11 ca "supam sulug" iti 
$a$thrluka nirdi$tam tatas ca vedayita yadatmasambandhrni sukhadrni 
vedayate tada pratyayo nanyadryasukhadivedane 
What is it then? Because of feeling (never) existing without an agent, from 
the force of the specific mention of kartr (agent) the words sukha etc. are 
qualified (by it). And the mention of sixth case is made by sixth case 
luk-elision according to supam suluk etc. 7.1.39 (in the Veda), and thence 
the experience of feeling. When he experiences the feeling of pleasure etc. 
connected with himself then the pratyaya (kyan) applies, not when it is a 
feeling belonging to anyone else. 

26.15 namovarivascitranal;t kyac 1/3/111911 

namasa/:l kyaci dvitryanupapatti/:l I I 1 I I 

namasa/:l kyaci dvitrya nopapadyate I namasyati devan I kim 
ktira1J,aml nama/:l sabdena yoge caturthr vidhryate sa prapnoti II 

Pa1J,ini 3.1.19: The pratyaya kyac in the sense of making, optionally 
acts after these words, as the karman!object of the action viz. namas 
(bow, adoration) varivas (room, ease, bliss, honour) and citra 
(wonderful)". 

Varttika 1: There is inapplicability of the second sup/case after namas 
when kyac pratyaya follows. 

Bhti$ya: The second case is not applicable after namas when kyac 
follows. Thus namasyati devan "He adores or pays homage to the 
gods". What is the reason? In connection with the word namas the 
fourth case is ordained (2.3.16 namas svasti svaha etc.) and that rule 
obtains. 

26.19 prakrtyantaratvtit siddham 11211 

Varttika 2: Because of being a different baselprakrti (the second case 
is) established. 
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26.20 nama/; sabdena yoge caturthr vidhryate namasyatisabdas 
cayaml nanu ca namasyatisabde nama/; sabdo 'sti tena yoge 
prapnoti I nai~a do~a/:l I arthavato nama/; sabdasya grahaf)af!l 
na ca namasyatisabde nama/; sabdo 'rthavan II athavo
papadavibhakte/:l karakavibhaktir balzyasrti dvitrya vibhaktir 
bhavi~yati I 

Bha~ya: The fourth case is ordained in connection with the word 
namas, but this is the word namasyati. But surely in the word 
namasyati the word nama/; exists. The specific mention of the word 
nama/;, is for its having meaning in connection with that (second case). 
There is no fault. The word namas having meaning is mentioned (in 
the rule) but the word namal) in namasyati does not have any separate 
meaning. 

Otherwise (according to Paribha~a 94) because of a karaka 
vibhakti pratyaya/case ending being stronger than an upapada 
(subordinate word in construction) vibhakti pratyaya the second case 
will be applicable (not the fourth). 

27.1 kyajadi~u pratyayarthanirdesa/:l 11311 

kyajadi~u pratyayarthanirdesa/:z kartavya/:l I namasab pajayam I 
varivasa/:l paricaryayam I citran ascarye I bhaf)cf,at sama
cayane I cfvaradarjane paridhane ca I pucchadudasane 
vyasane paryasane ceti I kim prayojanam I kriyavacanata yatha 
syat I naitad asti prayojanam I 

27.5 acaryapravrttir jfiapayati kriyavacana/:l kyajadaya iti yad ayam 
'sanadyanta dhatavab' ( 3.1.32) iti dhatusafijfiam sasti I katham 
krtva jfiapakam I dhatusafijfiavacana etat prayojanam dhator 
( 3 .1.91) iti tavyadadrnam utpattir yatha syat I 

Varttika 3: There (should be) indication of the meaning of the 
pratyaya in relation to kyac and the rest. 

Bha~ya: Indication should be made of the meaning of the pratyaya in 
relation to kyac and the rest. kyac acts after namas in the sense of 
homage/worship; kyac acts after varivas in the sense of waiting upon; 
kyac acts after citran in the sense of wonder/surprise; kyac acts after 
bhaf)cf,a (vessel) in the sense of putting/heaping together; kyac acts 
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after crvara (dress/rags of a religious) in the sense of procuring/ 
acquiring or putting on (clothes); (and) kyac acts after puccha (tail) 
meaning throwing up or about, wagging and moving to and fro (of the 
tail). 

What is the purpose? So that there should be expressed mention 
of activity. 

This is not the purpose. The Master's usage makes known that the 
pratyayas kyac and the rest are expressive of verbal activity, as he 
stated in the rule "sanadyantli dhatava/:t (3.1.32). "Words ending with 
the (pratyaya) san and the rest are (called dhatus)". Thus he teaches 
the technical name dhatu (for them). 

27.8 satyam api dhatusaiijiiayarp tavyadadayo na syu/:t kirrt 
karalJ,am! sadhane tavyadadayo vidhryante siidhanarp ca 
kriyaya/:t I kriyiibhavat sadhanabhava/:t I sadhanabhavat satylim 
api dhatusaiijiiliylirp tavyadadayo na syu/:t I pasyati tvacarya/:t 
kriyavacanli/:t kyajadaya iti tata/:t saniidyantli dhatava iti 
dhatusaiijiiarrt sasti I I 

And if here there were not to be expressed mention of the activity, the 
expression of the technical name dhatu would be pointless. Even 
when the technical name dhatu does exist, tavyat pratyaya and the rest 
would not be (applicable). What is the reason? Tavyat and the rest are 
ordained in the sense of instrument sadhana (the means of effecting or 
accomplishing) and it is sadhana (a means) of (accomplishing) the 
activity. Through the absence of a verb there is (necessarily) absence 
of means for accomplishing/ siidhana. Even when the technical name 
dhatu is present, due to the absence of siidhana/means for accom
plishing, tavyat and the rest would not be (applicable). 

However the Master sees that kyac and the rest express activity, 
hence he teaches by the satra: saniidyantli dhatava/:t (3.1.32) ("Words 
ending with the pratyaya san and the rest are called dhatus"), the 
technical term dhatu. 

27.12 nanu cedarp prayojanam syat parasiidhana utpattirrt 
vak$ylimrtil na parasadhana utpatya bhavitavyam I kim 
kiira1Jam I sadhanam iti sambandhisabdo 'yam I sambandhi
sabdiis ca punar evam atmaka yad uta sambandhinam 
iik$ipantil tad yatha I matari vartitavyarp pitari srusra$itavyam 
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iti I na cocyate svasytil'fl matari svasmin va pitarrti I sam
bandhac caitad gamyate ya yasya mata yas ca yasya piteti I 
evam ihapi sambandhad etad gantavyal'fl yasya dhator yat 
sadhanam iti I 

But surely this would be the purpose (of the satrakara) 'I will state 
the arising of (the pratyayas) tavyat and the rest in the sense of means 
or instruments for accomplishing another (activity). 

No, there should not be arising (of a pratyaya) in the sense of 
instrumental for another. What is the reason? The word sadhana 
(means or instrument for accomplishing) is a word expressing 
relationship. And the words expressing relationship again themselves 
imply the relationship which (exists). As for example matari varti
tavyam "A mother ought to be obeyed", pitari susra.~itavyam "A 
father should be obeyed". 

And it is not (expressly) said "(attend to or obey) your own 
mother" or "(obey) your own father" because that is understood from 
the relationship that (one should obey) 'whomsoever is one's mother' 
and 'whomsover is one's father'. So here also this is understood from 
the relationship itself, tavyat (etc.) which convey sadhana of that 
dhatu, is the sadhana/means or instrument for accomplishing the 
activity (of the dhatu ). 

27.17 athava dhatava eva kyajadaya/:t I na caiva hy artha adisyante 
kriyavacanata ca gamyate I ka/:t khalv api pacadfntil'fl kriya
vacanatve yatnal'fl karoti I yenaiva khalv api hetuna pacadaya/:t 
kriyavacanas tenaiva kyajadayo 'pi I evam arthal'fl khalv 
acaryas citrayati I kvacid arthanadisati kvacit na I I evam apy 
arthadesanal'fl kartavyal'fl katham ime abudha budhyerann iti II 
atha va sakyam arthadesanamakartum I katham I kara7Ja iti 
vartate karalJal'fl ca karote/:t karotis ca kriyasamanye vartate I I 

Or otherwise kyac and the rest are dhatus in fact, but the meanings are 
not indeed indicated and the expressing of verbal activity is 
understood. 

Indeed who does make (any) effort in expressing the verbal 
activity (for that matter) of the (dhatus) pac (to cook) and the rest? By 
whatever cause or means pac and the rest express verbal activity, so 
indeed by the very same (cause) do kyac and the rest. Thus indeed the 
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Master surprises (us). In some places he shows meanings, some places 
not. Even then indication of the meaning should be made. How 
otherwise could the ignorant know the meanings? 

Otherwise it is possible not to have to make an (express) 
indication of the meaning. How? The word karaJJ,e "in the sense of 
making" follows on (from the satra 'sabda vaira' etc. 3.1.17) and is 
derived from karoti/the dhatu kr (to make). And karoti dhatu kr (to 
make) is used in the sense of the activity in general. 

Notes on MahiiBh~ya on PiiJJini 3.1.19 

Varttika Summary 
The parvapa/cya view is presented in the first varttika, that second case is 
not valid here after namas. Katyayana counters the view that namas ought 
to govern the fourth case by 2.3.16, by stating that this namas is a different 
prakrti and therefore second case is established for it. The third varttika 
states that meanings should be given for kyac after namas etc. 

Bhii!fya Summary 
On the first varttika Patafijali simply explains what is implied by the 
varttika, that one expects namas to govern fourth case, because of seeming 
to be the same as the pratipadika in 2.3.16. He explains on the second 
varttika, that the word namas quoted in 2.3.16 is meaningful in its own 
right, but namas in this satra has no meaning on its own, only as part of 
namasyati. Or rather we can say according to Pari. 94 a karaka vibhakti, 
being stronger than an upapada vibhakti, second case will necessarily be 
applicable not fourth. 

After giving meanings and examples referred to in the third varttika, 
he also supplied the meanings for 3.1.20 in reverse order, the satra itself 
not being discussed by him nor by katyayana. The purpose of express 
mention cannot however be to express verbal activity, since that is known 
from 3.1.32. In contrast to tavya etc. which are sadhana always needing a 
sadhya (verbal activity), kyac etc. are sadhya. As it is understood from the 
relationship 'father', 'son should obey' so it is understood that tavyat etc. 
are sadhana for accomplishing the activity of the dhatu. Kyac (ending) 
words are dhatus without meanings indicated. We can, however, say the 
meaning is karm;a (in the sense of making) or activity in general as this 
follows from 3.1.17. 

26.15 namas varivasa citran nasi kyaca su kas ka karake iti vartate ... 
ity etebhyo vii kyac pratyayo bhavati. 
namas a bow, obeisance, reverential salutation, adoration (by 
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gesture or word). 
!)am (bhva· pa· a· 981 prahvatve sabde ca) asut (u· 4.189) 
namasyati to pay homage, worship, be humble or deferential R. V. 2.33.8 
etc. 
varivas n. room, width, space, free scope, ease, comfort, bliss, R. V. 
1.59.5 etc. 
vr it kvasun vrfi (bhva· u· se· 1254 varal)e) 
varivasyati to grant room, or space, give relief R.V. 9.96.3; to show 
favour, cherish, wait upon, tend Bhatt. 18.21 
C.P. Sayana 
citrali citra ("anudattaliita atmanepadam" 1.3 .12) 
m.f.(a) n. auspicious, excellent, distinguished, bright, clear R.V. 2.17.8, 
7.75.3; variegated, speckled Nal. 4.8; agitated (as sea, opposed to sama) 
R.V. 3.39.12; various, different, manifold Mn. 9.2.48; strange, wonderful 
Rajat. 6.227, n. anything bright or coloured which strikes the eyes R. V.; 
ornament R.V. 1.92.13; bright appearance, wonder Sak.; strange, curious 
Kas. Han. 16.52 
amara 1.6.17 cryate (citra) (bhva· u· a· 1251) cayane kra 
amici midi ( u • 4.164 iti kra) 
citrryate (kyaci ca 7.4.33) ascarma va· 3 to be surprised, H. Car. 7, Katha 
S.6.50, Bhatt. 18.23 

26.17 nama/:z sabdena yoge caturtho vidhryate 
In connection with the word namas the fourth case is ordained. 

nama/:z svastisvahasv~halaf{lVO-$a4 yogac ca 2.3.16 (caturthr) 
"The fourth vibhakti pratyaya acts in conjunction with the words nama/:z 
(salutation), svasti (well-being, may it be well), svaha (hail (to the Gods)), 
svadha (self power (to the atman)), alam (enough, sufficient), and VO-$at 
(exclamation (of holy priest)). 
e.g. namo devebhyal:z homage, salutation, adoration to the Gods. 

26.19 Kai. "prakrtyantaratvad iti narnasyeti dhatu vyutpadayitum nipata
nama/:z sabdasadrsasabdantaravayavakalpana kriyate. parama
rthatas tu avidyamanavayavartho namasyafabda/:z pajavacr 
prakrtyantaram ity artha/:z" 
The meaning is that an imaginary irregular part is made within the 
word, like the word namas, to derive the dhatu namasya. But in 
reality 'being within the base' the word namasya expressing 
worship is the meaning of a non-existent part (i.e. not existing 
independently) of the ya of namasya. 

26.20 nanu ceti Kai. "sa evayam iti pratyabhijiianan nipata evayam iti 
bhaval:z" 
The sense is due to the recognition of ayam as meaning 'this alone', 
it means this irregular form only (i.e. the nipatana)/indeclinable 
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namas. 

26.21 arthavata iti 
Kai. "namasyasabdasya samudayasyaivarthatvad iti bhavall' 
The sense is that this is because of the meaningful nature being 
only for the word namasya as a whole (i.e. namas combined with 
k-ya-c). 

26.22 athava upapadavibhakte/:l karakavibhakter balryasr 
"Or else because of karaka vibhakti pratyaya (case ending) directly 
instrumental in bringing about the action being stronger than an 
upapada (subordinate word in composition) vibhakti pratyaya (the 
second case will be applicable)." 

Nagesa on Pari. 94 nanu namaskaroti devan namasyati devan ityadau 
nama/:l svasti (2.3.16) iti caturthz durvarityata aha ... 
Surely it is difficult to avoid the fourth case by nama/:l svasti etc. 2.5.16 
(after the word deva when one wishes to say he adores the Gods) in cases 
like namas karoti or namasyati devan (Pataiijali) therefore says ... 
Accordingly deva received, in the phrase 'namasyati devan' the second 
vibhakti pratyayal karman (accusative) by karmalJ-i dvitzya 2.3.2 
(anabhihite). 

When the karman (object) is not denoted (by the verbal) vibhakti 
termination, the second case vibhakti pratyaya is applicable (to the word). 
Because the karman shows that the Gods are the object of the action 
denoted by namasyati and therefore the karaka directly instrumental for 
the action, and it has not received the sampradana/ dative vibhakti 
pratyaya which case according to 2.3.16 is governed by the (upapada) 
word nama/:l (which is a subordinate accompanying word). 
1.4.96.349 upapadavibhkte prathama bhavi$Jati bha" 2.3.445 2.3.9.448 
va· 2.3.19.453 bha" va· 2 2.3.22.454 

Similarly in 'ga/:l svamr vrajati' go has for the same reason, namely 
being karaka, (the owner goes to the cows) received the second case 
termination and not the termination of the sixth or seventh (genitive or 
locative) which cases according to P. 2.3.39 are governed by the word 
svamin as upapada/subordinate accompanying word. 

26.22 athaveti kai ... 
By admitting namasya as meaningful, choosing the meaning of 
'worship by means of making a bow', there is refuting of the other 
(alternative). However there is scope of application for the fourth 
case in an example like 'let there be a bow to the Gods.' 

Here too in the example 'I make a bow to Naraya~J-a' (the base 
namas-karomi governs accusative by 2.3.2) and in fact is applicable as 
being karaka vibhakti (and therefore pradhana and not upapada/ 
subordinate, when it would have governed the fourth case by 2.3.16). 
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27.2 namasa/:l pajayam 
(kyac acts) after namas in the sense of homage/worship. 

yafll namasyanti kr$tayal) r· 2.36.19 
''Thou Agni whom people adore/worship." 
patnrvanto namasya namasyana SV 1.72.5 padapatha patnr vantal) 
namasyam namasyann iti namasyan 
"(Near him they approached one minded) with their spouses (kneeling) to 
him as adorable, they paid worship." The (augmentless) imperfect 
namasyan is doubled to show its distinction in accent from the preceding 
namasyam. 

27.2 varivasal) paricaryayam 
Kyac acts after varivas in the sense of waiting upon, attendance, 
service, devotion, worship. 

tan no vifve parivasyantu deval) SV 1.122.3 
"May all the Gods attend upon us, vouchsafe to us this favour, or serve 
us." c.f. use in later literature. 
sa pratarutyaya krtasandhyavarivasyal) sarasvatal) saktam adhryati 
"Having risen early and performed his sandhya devotions, he studies the 
sarasvat hymn." Kavyamimansa (p. 52) 

27.2 kyajadi$V iti Kai. "karat;zagrahat;zasya vedanagrahat;zena vyava
dhanad anadhikare svarthe pratyayaprasanga iti vacanam" 
There is expression (of the varttika 3) because there is the 
possibility of the pratyayas (kyac) being svarthe (in the sense of its 
own base) when there is no governing word due to the word kara1,1a 
(making) being separated by the word Vedana (in 3.1.18). 

27.2 varivas varivasa iti Kai. "saparya seva paricaryayam iti 
pathantaram" 
Saparya means service, worship, homage (a different reading). 
Another reading is in the sense of waiting upon or serving/ 
paricarya. 

27.3 bhalJ4at samacayane 
Kyac acts after bhat;zqa (vessel) in the sense of putting or heaping 
together from 3.1.20 omitted from M.Bh. and may have been in a 
different order. 

bha!J4acrvapuccha pucchabha!J4acrvarat;z t;zina 3.1.20 (karat;ze) 
''The pratyaya t;zin in the sense of making acts after the words puccha (tail), 
bhalJ4a (pot) and crvara (rags), as the karman/object of the action." 
bhat;zqa bhat;zati bhat;za (bhva· pa· se· 447 sabde) qa 
camantaq qa u 1.114 
prajiiadyat;za 4.4.38 
Only with upasarga sam Kas. 
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sambhar;utayati/te to collect vessels or utensils Bhatt. 5.62; to gather 
provisions. 

27.3 c'fvarad arjane paridhane vll 
c'fvara c'fyate citra (sva· u· a· cayane) vara 1251 
rags of an ascetic 
chitvachatvara u • 3.1 
safllc'fvarayati te to assume the coarse dress or rags of an ascetic 
Anarchar Vop. 21.17 

27.3 pucchad udasane vyasane paryasane 
puccha pucchati puccha pramade ac (3.1.134) 
utpucchayate to raise or cock the tail Kas. 
paripucchayate to wag the tail. 

27.12 parasadhana iti 
Kai. "sabdantaravacyttyllfll kriyllyllfll yatkarmadikarakafll tatra 
tavyadrnllfll vrk$afll pafyetyadau dvit'fyadrnam iva svarthikatvad 
dravyavacitve 'pi kyajadyantanam utpatti/:t syad eveti bhaval;t" 

The sense is that when the verbal activity is being expressed by another 
word, which is karaka karman (object and the rest) there would be in fact, 
arising there of (forms) ending in kyac and the rest even when expressing 
substance (as distinct from a verb) a thing, because of tavya and the rest 
ending in second case, as it were being svarthe (expressing the meaning 
simply of their own base) in the example: vrk$afll pafya 'see the tree', and 
the rest. 

27.13 na parasadhana iti Kai. "dvitryad'fnllfll pratipadikad vidhanat 
tasya ca dravyavacanatvad vacanaprllmll1J.Yllt parasadhana 
utpattir bhavi$Jati" 

There will be arising of (the pratyaya kyac in the sense of) instrumental 
for another because of second case etc. being ordained after a prlltipadika 
and because of its expressing a substance, (this being derived) from the 
authority of the rule (itself). 

tavyadayas tu dhatvantare$U kriyllvllci$U svasadhane savakaSal;t 
parasadhane notpadyanta ity artha/:t 

The meaning is that tavya and the rest do not arise in the sense of 
instrumental for another, having scope in the sense of their own karaka 
(meaning) when other dhatus express the verbal activity. 

27.17 athaveti 
Kai. "amidhanafaktisvabhavyad antarelJ.llpy arthadesanafll visi$ta 
kriyavacanatvasya siddhatvad ity artha/:t" 

The meaning is 'Even without showing the meaning, because of the 
natural power of expression (and) because the nature of expressing a 
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particular verbal activity, it is being established as valid.' 

27.20 citrayatui Kai. "citra vaicitryakarave iti cauradikasya rapam/ 
anekam margamasrayatrty artha/:t" 

The form is a derivation of the tenth class dhatu citra in the sense of 
making variety, manifoldness, diversity. The meaning is he resorts to 
many paths, diversity, or more than one way. 

27.22 'kriyasamanya' iti Kai. "samanyena ca vise$tl!Jtlm tik$epat kascit 
pratyayal:t kvacid vise$e bhavatrty arthal:t na ca vedanagrahavena 
karm;asya viccheda tayor virodhabhavat'' 

The meaning is also with a general meaning that because of the giving up 
of the qualifications (of meaning) some pratyaya, is applicable somewhere 
in a particular/special (sense). And by the mention of vedana (in 3.1.18) 
there is not a termination or anuvrtti of karava because of the absence of 
conflict/contradiction between them. 

27.23 mu1Jtfamisraslak~1Jalava1Javratavastrahalakalakrtatustebhyo 

1JiC /13111211/ 

imau halikalr sta ikarantau I asti halasabdal; kalasabdas 
cakarantal; I kayor idam graha7Jam I yavikarantau tayor atvam 
nipatyate I kim prayojanam I 

PaJJini 3.1.21: The pratyaya 1Jic acts in the sense of making/effecting 
after these words viz. mu7Jcja (shaved) miSra (mixed), slak$1Ja (smooth, 
soft), lava7Ja (salt), vrata (will, vow), vastra (cloth), hala (plough), 
kala (losing die), krta (service, lucky die) and tu$fa (dust, hair). 

Bhti$ya: These two, hali and kali (properly) end with the letter i, halil; 
(plough), kalil; (losing die). There exist (also) the words hala and the 
word kala ending in the letter a. Irregular change of the i into a is 
mentioned (in the rule) in respect of those two which end in i. What is 
the purpose? 

28.1 Halikalyor atvanipatanam sanvadbhavaprati$edhartham II 111 

Varttika 1: The putting down as an irregularity, a for (the final of) hali 
and kali is for the purpose of prohibiting san-vad-bhava. 
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28.2 halikalyor atvanipatana.rrz kriyate sanvadbhavo mti bhad iti I 
ajahalat acakalat II naitad asti prayojanam I ikaralope 
krte 'glopinarrz neti prati$edho bhavi$yati I vrddhau krtayarrz 
lopastannaglopy angam bhavati II idam iha sampradharyam I 
vrddhi/:t kriyattim aglopa iti kim atra kartavyam I paratvtid 
vrddhi/:t I nityo lopa/:t I krtayam api vrddhau prtipnotyakrtayam 
api prtipnoti I 

Bhti$ya: The putting down as an irregularity the (final) a for hali and 
kali is so that there should not be san-vid-bhava a-ja-hala-t "He 
ploughed or took hold of the plough~', a-ca-kala-t "He took hold of 
the die called kali". 

This is not the purpose. When there is effected the lopa/elision of 
i, then will apply the prohibition, "not for those angas having ak (=a, 
i, u, r, !) vowels lopa/elided". When vrddhi is effected (by aco fi ~iti 
7.2.115) there is lopa/elision (by ~avi$fhavatprtitipadikasya 6.4.155 
Va. 1 (ti lopa)) of causative ~i (becomes ai by 7.2 .115) and then the 
anga does not become one with ak-lopalelided. Here this should be 
reflected on, 'Let vrddhi be effected or lopa/elision of ak (be 
effected)'. Which here is to be applied? Because of being subsequent 
(7.2.115 to the lopa rule 6.4.51, by viprati$edhe param karyam 1.4.2) 
vrddhi rule (prevails) 

28.6 anityo lopa/:t I anyasya krtayarrz vrddhau prtipnoty anyasya
krtayarrz sabdantarasya ca prtipnuvan vidhir anityo bhavati I 
vrddhir apy anityti I anyasya krte lope prtipnoty anyasyakrte 
sabdantarasya ca prtipnuvan vidhir anityo bhavati I ubhayor 
anityayo/:t paratvad vrddhi/:t I vrddhau krtayarrz lopas tan
naglopy angarrzbhavati I atve puna/:t sati vrddhi/:t kriyatarrz lopa 
iti yady api paratvad vrddhir vrddhau krtayam apy ag eva 
lupyate I tasmtit su${hucyate halikalyor atvaniptitanarrz san
vadbhavaprati$edhartham iti II 

(No), lopa is an invariable (nitya) (grammatical operation). When 
vrddhi is effected for one (situation) it obtains, when it is not effected 
(lopa obtains) for another (situation) and obtaining for another word 
(the operation) is variablelanitya when lopa is effected for one (word). 
(Paribhti$ti 43 :) sabdantarasya prtipnuvan vidhir anityo bhavati, A 
rule for which a difference of word (form) obtains (when another rule) 
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obtains is anitya. vrddhi is also not nitya/variable. Even when lopa is 
effected, it obtains for one (rule), and when lopa is not effected, it also 
obtains for another (rule). 

sabdantarasya prapnuvan vidhir anityo bhavati, 

A rule for which a difference of word (form) obtains (due to another 
rule obtaining at the same time) is anitya. Neither is nitya, (and) 
because of being subsequent (to the lopa rule), the vrddhi (rule 
prevails). When vrddhi is effected lopa (applies). That anga (base) 
becomes a non-ak lopa anga (because ai will have been elided not ak 
( = a, i, -u, r or {). But when there is the substitution of the letter a, the 
question arises whether to let vrddhi be effected (then) lopa. 

Although because of being subsequent (to the lopa rule) vrddhi (is 
effected), even when vrddhi is effected (giving lopa a in place of short 
a and therefore still included in the pratyahara ak), ak is in fact 
elided. 

Therefore it is well said "The laying down of a irregularly for hali 
and kali is for the purpose of prohibiting san-vad-bhava (having 
operations like that of a word ending in san, viz. the i in the 
reduplicative syllable which then would become lengthened). 

Notes on MahaBh~ya on PiiQini 3.1.21 

Viirttika Summary 
Katyayana states the reason for hali and kali having a final a in the satra 
is to prevent sanvadbhava. 

Bhii~ya Summary 
Having introduced the varttika, by asking why the niplltana forms hala 
and kala occur in the satra, Patafijali gives the reduplicated Aorist forms. 
In his typical pedagogical style, first taking the parvapak$a against the 
varttika, he shows how in fact both the vrddhi and the lopa rules 
concerned are anitya by (Pari. 43) 'A rule for which a difference of word 
form obtains when another rule obtains is anitya' and therefore vrddhi 
being the subsequent rule applies first, from which it becomes clear that 
only vrddhi of a will allow the needed 'aglopa' to prevent sanvadbhava. 
So the vllrttika is confirmed. 
27.23 mufJ4amisra kayor idal'(l grahat;lam iti Kai. "kim ikarantayo/:t 

krtatvayor grahavamutakarllntayor eveti prasna/:t 
The question is whether (there should be) mention in the satra of 
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(hali and kali) ending in i effected or ending in a? 
kim prayojanam iti What is the purpose? 
halikalr ity eva kasmanna kriyata ity arthal:z 
The meaning is 'Why are not (the forms) effected as hali and kali?' 
sabdantarasya ceti "For which a difference of word (form obtains)" 
yady api vrddhau krtayam api lopasya pravrttistathapi vacanikam tasya 
nityatvam athava anyasya pravrttav apy anyasya sthanino pravrtya 
lopasya nityatvam 
Even though when vrddhi is effected there is application of lopa, still the 
anitya nature of that is expressly mentioned. Or else even when there is 
application, there is the anitya nature of the lopa of another original which 
has not taken place. 

27.23 mw:uja vrata ... tastebhyo vic 
The Bhti$Ya makes no comment on vrata but Kas. explains vratada 
bhojane tannivrttau ca payo vratayati vr$alan nam vratayati 
In the sense 'due to a vow there is eating and abstaining therefrom'. He 
drinks hot payas/milk after a fast. He avoids sadra food. 
Nyasa payo bhwikte ity artha vr$alan nam na bhwikt ity arthal:z 
va • 1 sanvadbhava 
sanvallguni can pare 'nag lope 7.4.93 
"In the reduplicative aorist of the causative stem the reduplicate is like that 
of the desiderative when the vowel of the dhatu is light (i.e. having a short 
vowel) and followed by only one consonant, and the dhatu has not lost its 
final vowel before the causative pratyaya vi" (as it would by 6.4.51). 

28.3 ... Kas. on imau halikalr sta ikarantau kalim grhvati kalayati 
He takes hold of the die called kala (the losing die). 
krtam grht:tati krtayati 
He seizes the die called krta (lucky, marked with four dots). 
by ... ato lopa (ardhadhatuke) 6.4.48 
e.g. kama vin kamevin 3.1.30 
ata upadhaya 7.2.16 
akama i at visridrsrbhyal:z kartari can 3.1.40 
akama at veraniti (lopal:z ardhadhatuke) 6.4.51 
acakama at cani 6.1.18 
acrkamat sanyatal:z 7.4.79 (it) dlrghe laghol:z 7.4.94 
Therefore if ... kala or hala were considered the base, the undesired forms 
would be acrkalat and ajrhalat instead of the proper forms acakalat and 
ajahalat, derived so because hala and kala are ending in a and because of 
'ato lopa', will not have sanvadbhava. 

28.3 ikaralope krte 
"When lopa elision of i is effected (then will apply prohibition)," by 
(cel:z 6.4.155) 
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Varttika: 1)liVi$thavatpratipadikasya karya bhavatrti vaktavyam 
It should be stated that in the presence of l)i the operations for a 
pratipadika are as if it had been pratyaya i$tha following, namely 
1) purp,vadbhava) rabhava) tilopal;t) ya.uadirum 
so by 'te/:t' (tilopa) ti (final vowel and consonant) is elided. 
by 'l)eraniti' (6.4.51 ardhadhatuke lopa/:t) 
"There is lopa of the i of l)i final of an ailga in the presence of an 
llrdhadhatuka pratyaya without agama it (which would have become ai 
by ato nl)iti 7.2.115 because in fact ai has been elided then the anga is not 
one with ak lopa, it being outside the scope of ak, therefore sanvadbhava 
would be applicable and the undesired consequences long r in the 
reduplicative. 

28.6 akrdyakara iti drrghatvam 
Ya when not a krt pratyaya causes lengthening. 

akrtsarvadhatukyordrrghal;t 7.4.25 (yi, kniti) 
"A long (vowel) acts in place of the final vowel of an anga (stem) before a 
pratyaya beginning withy having an indicatory k or n when it is neither a 
krt nor sarvadhatuka pratyaya." 
e.g. sukhayate (3.1.18 kyait) He feels pleasure 
similarly lohitayate He is or becomes red, he reddens M.Bh. 1.1173 etc. 
Hanv. 5825 
kitidgrahal)am anuvartate The specific mention of indicatory k and n 
follows on from ayan yi kititi 7.4.22 (srn) 
"Before a pratyaya beginning with a y and having an indicatory k or n ay 
acts in place of the i of sr." 
sayyate with yak "It is slept." 
anyasya krte lopa iti "When lopa is effected for one (word)." 
ata upadhaya ity anenakarasyety artha/:t 
The meaning is by the satra ata upadhayal;t 7.2.116 there is vrddhi in 
place of the penultimate a ... 
Kai. "nanu lopasya sthanivadbhavat kathamakarasya prllpnoti nai$a 
do$a/:t praptau satyiir/'1 sthanivadbhavena pratibandha/:t kriyate parvasya 
vidhau sthanivadbhavavidhanat apraptau tu parvavidhyabhavllt sthani
vadbhava eva na syat yady api bhinnalaqal)ii bhinnasvabhava ca vrddhis 
tathllpi vrddhisabdavacyatviid abhedamarasritya sabdantarapraptya
vrddher nityatvarp, kathitam tatvatas tu lope krte vrddher apriiptya
nityatvarp, vaktavyam nyayavyutpiidanaya tv anyathabhiniham satrarp, 
pratipadikad dhatvartha iti Qici siddhe prapaiicartham ity ahul;t na ca 
tatkarotrtyiidina tatra dhatvarthaniyamal;t kriyate rajanam atikranta
vanatyararajad ityiidav api l)ico darsanat murularrt karoti miil)avakam 
ityiidau sapek$ebhyo 'pi Qijarthava II 
Surely because of being lopa like the original (sthanivat), how (can) 
(vrddhi) of a obtain? This is no fault. When it obtains, by reason of being 
sthanivat obstruction is effected i.e. the rule is prevented. Because of the 
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enjoining of sthanivadbhava when a rule would otherwise operate on the 
prior letter (1.1.57). However, when it does not obtain, because of the 
absence of a rule operating on the prior letter, sthanivat bhava in fact 
would not be applicable, although vrddhi has a different effect and a 
different nature. Still, because of the nature of that to be expressed by the 
word vrddhi, having resorted to non-difference by reason of a difference 
of word (form) obtaining, the nitya nature of vrddhi is declared. However, 
in reality 'when lopa is effected' should it not be stated there is the nature 
of anitya for vrddhi by reason of not obtaining? [Rather] however, for the 
derivation of the rule it is expressed otherwise. They say when the satra 
(curadibhyo vic 3.1.25) by which vic applies after a pratipadika with the 
sense of dhatu is established, it is for application (repetition in a clearer 
form), and not with (the sense of) 'he makes or does that etc.' There, a 
restriction is being made on the meaning of the dhatu from seeing (the 
example of) vic even in such cases as atyarajat meaning 'he overcame the 
king'. Or else the meaning of vic is also (seen) after those words expecting 
another (word to complete the sense) as in the example 'he shaves the 
youth' etc. 

28.12 dhiitor ekiico haliideiJ, kriyiisamabhihiire yait 113111221/ 

samabhihara iti ko 'yam sabdab I samabhiparvad dharater 
bhavasadhano ghafi I samabhiharal)al'fl samabhiharab I tad 
yathti I pu$ptibhiharab phalabhihara iti I I vi$ama upanyasab I 
bahvyo hi tab sumanasas tatra yuktab samabhihtirab I iha 
punar ekti kriyti II 

PiiQini 3.1.22: The pratyaya yan acts after that dhatu which has one 
vowel and begins with a consonant, in the sense of repetition of any 
act (or intensity of action as represented by the intensive). 

Bhii~ya: What is this word samabhihare? Ghafi pratyaya acts (after 
the dhatu hr) as the stidhana/instrument or means of accomplishing/ 
manifesting the action of the dhtitu hr preceded by (the upasargas) 
sam and abhi. Samabhihara (n. the act of seizing upon, taking etc, 
repetition) is the equivalent to samabhiharal)a. 

As for example pu$ptibhihara "seizing of flowers" and 
phalabhihara "the taking of fruits". This is an unsuitable statement of 
illustration. For these flowers are many and there in that context the 
word samabhihara is appropriate. But here the action is one. 
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28.15 yadyapyekil silmilnyakriyilvayavakriyils tu bahvya/; I adhi
sraya1J,odakilsecanata1J4ulilvapanaidhopakar$al'Jakriya/; I til/; 
kascitkartsnyena karoti kascidakilrtsyena I ya/:l kilrtsnyena 
karoti sa ucyate I pilpacyata iti I 

28.19 atha dhiltugrahalJam kim artham I iha mil bhat I pratati bhrsam 
iti I I ata uttaram pathati I 

Although the general activity (of the verb) is one (in meaning) still the 
verbal activities of its parts are many. (The one action of cooking 
involves the many) activities: adhisrayalJ,a- "the act of putting on the 
fire", udakasecana- "the pouring out of the water", ta1J4ulilvapana
"sowing or placing of the rice", and edhopakar$ana1J,a- "the act of 
drawing or dragging near the fuel". 

Those (activities) someone (may) perform in their entirety, 
someone (else) partially. About him who performs the activity in full 
it is said, pilpacyate "He cooks (it) very much". Or (it means) "he/it 
cooks again and againlpilpacyate". 

Now what is the reason for the specific mention of the word 
dhatu? So that the rule should not be (applicable) here. pra atati 
bhrsam "He roams about very much", (with the upasarga pra, 
therefore not (just) after the dhatu). Then he gives a reply. 

28.21 yanvidhau dhatugrahalJa uktam 11111 

kim uktam I tatra tilvad uktam karmagraha!Jilt sanvidhau 
dhiltugraha1Jilnarthakyam sopasargam karmeti cet karma
vise$akatvild upasargasyilnupasargam karma sopasargasya hi 
karmatve dhiltvadhikilre 'pi sano 'vidhilnam akarmakatvild iti I 
evam ihilpi kriyilsamabhihilragraha!Jild yanvidhau dhatu
graha!Jilnarthakyam sapasarga/:l kriyilsamabhihilra iti cet 
kriyilsamabhihilravise$akatvild upasargasyilnupasarga/; 

29.1 kriyilsamabhihilra/; sopasargasya hi kriyasamabhihilratve 
dhiltvadhikilre 'pi yano vidhilnamakriyilsamabhihilratvild iti II 

V iirttika 1: When there is specific mention of dhiltu in this yan rule it 
has (in fact already) been expressed (on 3.1.7 as pointless). 

Bhii~ya: In respect of the mention of the word dhatu in this rule it has 
already been stated. What has been expressed/spoken? Just there 
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(3.1.7) Varttika 1-3 it was stated: 
(1) Because of the mention of karman in the san rule, the mention 

of dhlitu is pointless. (2) If (we say) the karman is 'together with an 
upasarga' (that is not true) because upasarga is a qualification of 
karman (therefore) karman is without an upasarga. (3) For if the 
karman is together with an upasarga, then there would be no rule for 
san in the context of the governing satra dhatol; because of it not 
being the karman/object. 

So here also, because of the specific mention of kriylisam
abhihlirel'repetition of the action', the specific mention of the word 
dhatu is pointless. 

If (we say) kriyli samabhihare 'repetition of the action' is together 
with upasarga (this is not correct), because the upasargas are 
qualifying kriyli samabhihlire 'repetition of the action', then (in 
reality) kriyli samabhihlire 'repetition of the action' is without an 
upasarga. For if the 'repetition of the action' (kriyli samabhihara) is 
together with an upasarga, there is no ordaining of yan pratyaya in 
the context even of the dhlitu governing rule/ adhiklira, because of the 
dhatu not having the character of kriyli samabhihara/repetition of the 
act. 

29.3 athaiklij jhaladigrahatJ,af!'l kim artham I iha mil bhat I jligarti 
bhrsam I rk$ate bhrsam I 

Now what is the purpose of the mention of eklic and haladi (which 
has one vowel and begins with a consonant)? So that the rule should 
not be applicable here: jagar-ti bhrsam "He wakes fully or becomes 
intensely awake". (jagr has two vowels). 'lk$ate bhrsam "He looks 
intensely." 

29.8 eklij jhaladigrahatJ,e ca 11211 

ekaj jhaliidigrahatJ,e coktam I kim uktam I tatra tlivad uktaf!'l 
karmasamlinakartrgrahatJ,linarthakyaf!'l cecchabhidhane pra
tyayavidhiinlid karmatJ,o hyasamlinakartrkadvlinabhidhanam 
itil 

Viirttika 2: And in relation to specific mention made (in the satra) of 
'(after that dhiitu which has) one vowel and begins with a consonant', 
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(it has already been stated). 

Bhii~ya: And in relation to the specific mention made (in the satra) of 
'(after that dhatu which has) one vowel and begins with a consonant', 
it has (already) been stated. What was stated? There (3.1.7 Varttika 6 
& 7) it was just stated: 'And mention of the object/karman having the 
same agent is pointless, because of the ordaining of the pratyaya when 
desire is being expressed or (san) is not known to occur after that 
which is not karman/object and which has not the same agent (as that 
of the wisher of the karman)'. Here also (it can be argued in the same 
way) the mention of ektic and haladi is pointless because yan is stated 
in the sense of kriya samabhihara and that which is not ektic and not 
haladi does not express (kriyasamabhihara). 

29.7 ihapy ekaj jhaladigrahaiJ,tinarthakyarrt ca kriyasamabhihtire 
yan- vacantid anekaco haltider hy anabhidhtinam iti II tac 
ctivasyam anabhidhanam tisrayitavyam I kriyamti~J,e 'pi hy ekaj 
jhaladigrahaiJ,e yatraikaco halades cotpadyamtinena yan
tirthasyabhidhanarrt na bhavati na bhavati tatrotpatti/:z I tad 
yatha I bhrsarrt sobhate I bhrsarrt rocate I yatra 
ctinekaco 'haltider votpadyamtinena yantirthasytibhidhanarrt 
bhavati bhavati tatrotpatti/:l I tadyathti I attityate artiryate 
asasyate sosacyate sosatryate momatryate I I 

And it is essential that the non-ordaining be resorted to. For even 
when mention is made of having a single vowel and ending in a 
consonant, where there is no expression of the meaning of yan 
(intensive) by producing the pratyaya after dhatus having one vowel 
and beginning with a consonant, there is no arising (of the yan form), 
as for example: bhrsarrt sobhate- "He shines intensely"; bhrsarrt 
rocate- "It is intensely resplendent or likes very much" (both dhtitus 
subh and rue having a single vowel and beginning with a consonant). 

And where there is ordaining of the meaning of yan together with 
the producing of the (statement) "having more than one vowel and not 
beginning with a consonant" (there is arising of yan). atatyate "He 
wanders very much" (dhatu at); araryate "He wanders about, hastes 
towards" (dhtitu r); asasyate "He reaches or pervades intensely" 
(dhtitu aS); sosacyate "He intensely points out" (dhatu suca); 
sosatryate "He intensely strings together or puts in the form of a 
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satra" (dhatu satra); momatryate "He urinates intensely" (dhatu 
matra). 

29.14 an;otes copasankhyanam 1/311 

an:wtes copasankhyanaf!l kartavyam I pron:wnayate I atyalpam 
idam ucyate an;oter iti I 

Viirttika 3: There (should be) additional enumeration of (the dhatu) 
arr;oti/an;u (as having the pratyaya yan). 

Bhii~ya: Additional enumeration should be made of (the dhatu) 
arr;oti/arr;u (as having the pratyaya yan) as prorr;onayate "He covers 
completely". The additional statement of arr;u is too limited as (only 
an additional enumeration of the dhatu) arr;oti/arr;u. 

29.15 sacisatrimatryatyartyasarr;oti 
grahar;af!l yanvidhau I anekajahaladyartham I 

Viirttika: Specific mention (should be made) of (the dhatus) sac-i, 
satr-i, matr-i, at-i, art-i, as-a and arr;o-ti (as being) in the scope of the 
yan rule for the reason that they are either of more than one vowel or 
do not begin with a consonant. 

29.17 sacimatrimatryatyartyasarr;otfnlif!l grahar;af!l kartavyam I kif!l 
prayojanam I yanvidhavanekajahaladyartham I sosacyate 
sosatryate momatryate a{atyate araryate asasyate prorr;ona
yate I I arr;oter na vaktavyam I 

vacya arr;or r;uvadbhavo yanprasiddhib prayojanam I 
amas ca prati$edhartham ekacas cequpagrahat II 

Bhii~ya: Specific mention should be made of (the dhatus) sac-i, satr-i, 
matr-i, at-i, art-i, as-a and arr;o-ti. What is the purpose? For the 
reason that (although) they are either of more than one vowel or do 
not begin with a consonant, they are in the scope of the yan rule. 
sosacyate "He points out intensely"; sosatryate "He intensely strings 
together in the form of a satra"; momatryate "He urinates intensely"; 
atatyate "He wanders about very much"; araryate "He wanders about, 
hastes towards"; asasyate "He pervades intensely"; prorr;onayate "He 
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covers completely". Yan should not be stated (as acting after ur1J.oti 
without the upasarga pra). 

Sloka Viirttika: It should be stated that ur1J.u (dhiitu to cover) be 
(treated) like (dhatu) 1J.U (to praise), so that yan (the intensitive 
pratyaya) is established (as applicable after it), also so that am 
(periphrastic perfect pratyaya) be prohibited (and) having one vowel 
there is prohibition of it (augment). 

29.22 kriyasamabhihiire yano viprati$edhena lo4 bhavati 11411 

kriyasamabhihare lo4 yano bhavati viprati$edhena kriya
samabhihare yan bhavatrtyavakasa/;1. I dhatur ya ekaj jhallidi/;1. 
kriyasamabhihare vartate 'dhatusambandha/;1. I lolayate I 
loto 'vakasa/;1. I 

29.25 dhatur yo 'nekajahaladi/;1. kriyasamabhihare vartate dhatu
sambandha/;1. I sa bhavafijagrhi jagrhrty evayam jagarti I sa 
bhavanrhasvehasvety eviiyam rhate I 

Varttika 4: When repetition of the action (is to be expressed), by 
reason of a conflict of rules of equal strength, lot (being the later) rule 
prevails in place of yan. 

Bhii~ya: When repetition of the action (is to be expressed), by reason 
of conflict of rules of equal force (the subsequent one) lot (imperative) 
applies in place of yan because preceding it (in the A$tlidhyay'f). 

The rule of yan in the sense of repetition of the action has scope 
when there is a dhiitu which has one vowel and begins with a 
consonant and is connected with (another dhatu) (e.g.) lolayate "He 
cuts intensely or repeatedly". 

There is scope for (the operation) of lot when there is a dhatu 
which has more than one vowel or does not begin with a consonant, 
which conveys repetition of the action (when) connected with 
(another) dhlitu. 
sa bhavafi jagrhi jagrhi ityeva ayam jagarti "Wake up properly, 
wake up! Thus the (man) awakes". 
sa bhavan rhasva rhasvetyevayam rhate "Strive, strive! Thus does 
he strive". 
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30.1 dhatur ya ekaj jhaladi/:l kriyasarnabhihare vartate dhatu
sarnbandhas ca tasrnad ubhayaf!l prapnoti I sa bhavtif!ll lunzhi 
lunzhzty evayaf!l lunzti I loci bhavati viprati$edhena I na 
tarhzdanzrn idaf!l bhavati sa bhavtif!ll lolayasva lolayasvety 
evayaf!l lolayata iti I bhavati ca I 

That dhatu which has one vowel and begins with a consonant, in 
expressing repetition of the action and which is connected with 
(another) dhatu obtains both (yan and lot pratyayas acting) after it. 
(As) bhavtin lunzhi lunzhi ityevayaf!llunati "Cut repeatedly, cut! Thus 
he cuts". Lot (being a rule subsequent) by reason of there being a 
conflict of rules of equal force (prevails over the yan rule preceding it). 
Then now is the following construction available: sa bhavan 
lolayasva lolayasva ityevayaf!l lolayate "Cut repeatedly Sir, cut 
repeatedly! Thus (instructed) he cuts repeatedly. (Yes it is) also 
applicable (with yan)". 

30.4 na vii ntintirthatvtit kartrkarrna~J,or hi lavidhanaf!l kriya
vise$esvarthe yan 11511 

na vtirthe viprati$edhena I kif!l ktira~J,arn I nanarthatvtit I ka 
nanarthatti I kartrkarrna~J,or hi lavidhanarn I kartrkarrna~J,or hi 
loci vidhzyate kriyavise$e svarthe yan I tatrantarangatvad yana 
bhavitavyarn II na tarhzdanzrn idaf!l bhavati I sa bhavtif!ll lunzhi 
lunrhzty evayaf!l Iunati I bhavati ca I vibhti$i'i yan yada na yan 
tadti lot II 

Vilrttika 5: Or else (there is) not (a conflict of rules) because of 
difference in meaning. For the ordaining of la (tense/mood pratyaya) 
occurs in the sense of kartrlagent and karrnan/object (whereas) yan 
(occurs) when a qualification in the verbal activity in the sense of the 
meaning of its own (dhiitu/prakrtilbase). 

Bhil~ya: Or else there is no purpose in (accepting) a conflict of rules 
of equal force (requiring the subsequent to overrule the prior). What is 
the reason? Because of a difference in meaning. What is the nature of 
the difference in meaning? For the ordaining of la (tense/mood 
pratyaya) is in the sense of kartr/agent and karrnan/object. For (that 
reason) lot (imperative) is ordained in the sense of kartr and karrnan 
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(whereas) yan (intensive) is ordained as qualifying the verbal activity 
in the sense of the meaning of its own (dhatu/prakrti) or base i.e. 
svarthe. In that context because of being antaranga (more inner/a rule 
whose causes of operation occur earlier in the process of the word's 
formation), yan should be applicable. Then this, (following usage), is 
not possible. sa bhavlin lunrhi lunrhrtyevayaffllunati Cut, cut! Thus he 
cuts. Thus (instructed) he cuts repeatedly. Optionally yan is applicable, 
when yan is not (applied) then lot acts. 

nityaf{l kaufilye gatau //31111123 

lupasadacarajapajabhadasagrbhyo bhiivagarhiiyiim 11311/24/1 

30.9 uttarayor vigrahe1Ja vise$asampratyaylin nityagraha~J,linartha
kyam 11611 

30.10 uttarayor yogayor vigrahe1Ja vise$asylisampratyaylin nityagra
ha~J,am anarthakam I na hi kutilaffl krlimatlti cankramyata iti 
gamyate I I athaitebhya/:l kriyasamabhihlire yanli bhavitavyam I 

Viirttika 6: The specific mention of the word nitya (invariable) in the 
rule is pointless in the absence of the specific sense of repetition of the 
action (conveyed by yan) in the case of the subsequent two rules and 
the absence of agreement of understanding on the specific meaning by 
constituent analysis (viz. kautilye "crookedness" and arhliylim 
"contempt"). 

Bhii~ya: In the two subsequent rules, because of absence of agreement 
or understanding on the specific meaning by constituent analysis, the 
specific mention of nitya/invariable is pointless. For kutilam kramati 
"He goes crookedly" is not understood or known in usage to occur, 
(only) cankramyate. Now, when then should yan not be applicable 
after these in the sense of repetition of the action? 
30.12 kriyasamabhihare ca naitebhya/:l 11711 

kriyasamabhihare ca naitebhyo yana bhavitavyam I bhrsaffl 
japati brahma1Ja/:l I bhrsaffl samidho dahatrty eva II 
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V iirttika 7: Y mi does not obtain after these dhatus in the sense of 
repetition or intensity of the action. bhrsam japati briihma~J,a/:t "The 
Brahma~J,a repeatedly mutters sacred mantras". bhrsam samidho 
dahati "He repeatedly bums fuel". (i.e. in such cases the 'original yan' 
sense of intensity or repetition can only be expressed by a vakya/ 
sentence or phrase not by the pratyaya yan). 

Notes on MahiiBhii$ya on PiiJJini 3.1.22 

Viirttika Summary 
Katyayana's parvapak$a view in this first varttika is as in 3.1.7 Va. 1-3 
that the mention of dhatu is pointless. Similarly the second varttika is a 
reiteration of the principle stated on Va. 6-7 that specific mention of one 
vowel and beginning with a consonant is pointless, because of the 
meaning intended only being conveyed with such conditions. 

The third varttika expands the rule to include yan acting after ilrl)u in 
spite of having more than one vowel and not beginning with a consonant. 
The next varttika expands the scope further to six more dhtitus saci etc. 
which either have more than one vowel or do not begin with a consonant, 
with ilrl)u also included. 

The fourth varttika deals with conflict between lot and yan 
expressing repetition of action explaining that lot prevails because of 
being the later rule. 
The last view is rejected by the fifth varttika stating there is no conflict 
because of a difference of meaning, lot is in the sense of karman or kartr, 
yan is svarthe. 

The sixth varttika relates to 3.1.23, and points out that mention of 
nitya is pointless due to absence of the sense of repetition and lack of 
agreement on specific meaning for the two rules 3.1.23-4. 

Finally yan is stated as not acting after the dhtitus of 3.1.24 in the 
sense of repetition or intensity. 

Bhii~ya Summary 
Pataiijali begins by explaining the meaning of the word samabhihara 
formed with the dhtitu hr preceded by upasargas sam and abhi followed 
by ghaii pratyaya may mean the act of seizing flowers etc., but this is only 
one of many verbal activities that the one general activity of hr may 
convey. So pac may involve many activities adhisrayana etc., but he who 
performs all of them can be said to cook intensely or again and again. 

He then introduces the first varttika by saying the mention of dhatu is 
to prevent yan after a dhtitu together with an upasarga. On which, having 
first quoted what the varttika implies, namely va. 1-3 on 3.1.7, he 
concludes, similarly because of mention of 'kriyasamabhihare' reference 
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to dhlltu is pointless. However, if 'repetition of the action' is taken as 
together with an upasarga, then there can be no ordaining of yan even in 
context of dhatu governing rule, unless there is this mention of dhatu in 
the satra. 

Patafijali introduces the second varttika by giving the example rlcyate 
bhrsam to show why mention is made of having one vowel and beginning 
with a consonant. Discussing the second varttika, having quoted the 
parvapak$a va. 6-7 on 3.1.7, he says similarly here it may be argued 
"having one vowel and beginning with a consonant may be pointless since 
yan in the sense of 'kriyasamabhihare' only acts after such dhatus". 
Moreover since there are examples of the intensive meaning being 
expressed after such dhatus without yan, and cases of yan acting after 
dhatus of more than one vowel and beginning with a vowel, it should be 
ordained. In other words, the next two varttikas become essential to 
specify those exceptions, UrtJU with pra, saci, etc. for which all the full 
forms are given. In addition the sloka varttika treats UrlJU like nu so that 
yan may act after it, and so that am of the periphrastic perfect and augment 
it be prohibited. 

He agrees with the fourth varttika, there being scope for both yan and 
lot. When there is a conflict lot prevails, being subsequent, but even 
repetition may also be expressed by yan, in combination with lot. 
Similarly on the fifth varttika he makes the modifications based on 
observed usage, that though yan should apply because of being antaranga 
it optionally does and then in its absence lot acts. He explains the sixth 
varttika by simply showing that only one usage occurs, with yan. There 
being no alternative, stating nitya is pointless. Finally he shows by the 
examples on the seventh that repetition or intensity can only be expressed 
by vakya in the case of dhatus in 3.1.24. 
Kai "iha sabhahiharo nama martasyanekasyaikakalasya bhavatil dhatu
vacya tu kriyaikaiva, yugapadekena dhatunanekasya anabhidhanat/ sa ca 
nivrttabheda sadhyaikasvabhavatvad dhatuna pratyayyate/ adhisrayatJli
drnaYfl ca kramajanyatvad yugapadavasthanabhavac ca kriyasamabhiharo 
na saY{lbhavatrti/ manyamana/:l prcchati samabhihara iti ko 'yam iti/ 
Here in the context of repetition or intensity of action, in fact (yan) is 
applicable for several forms (but) one time. However, one action alone is 
to be expressed by the (one) dhatu, because of the inability to express the 
meaning of more than one (action simultaneously by one dhatu). And that 
has ceased from distinctions (of action because of the naturalness of that 
one to be accomplished, which is made known through/by the dhatu. And 
thinking 'repetition or intensity of the action is not possible', because the 
act of putting on the fire and the rest have the nature of being produced 
sequentially, and because of the condition of simultaneous (different 
actions forming one dhatu)." 
He asks: "What is this (word) samabhihara?" 
itarastadbuddhiparrlcyarthaYfl sabdavyutpattim aha samabhiparvad iti/ 
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The other wishing to test that idea, states the derivation of the word (ghafi 
after dhatu hr preceded by upasarga sam and abhi). 
yady apy eketil mukhyasya samabhiharasyehasarpbhavad gaw;a asrryatel 
buddhi gocaranekasakalavayavakriyasarpgata/:t pauna/:t punyenanustrya
manapradhanakriyavisayo vetyartha/;1 
The meaning is, the secondary action is resorted to here because of the 
impossibility of repetition of the chief/principal action. These many 
actions with all their parts united in the range of the (one) mind or the 
sphere of the principal action is being repeated again and again. 

28.16 Kai "sadharm;r samaharupa kriyadhatuvacyety artha/;1 yathoktarp 
The meaning is that the action to be expressed by the dhatu is 
general/common, having the nature of a collection (of activities). 

hari1)a As has been stated by Bhartrhari 
gu1)abhatair avayavai/; samuha/:t kramajanmanarp/ 
buddhya prakalpitabheda/; kriyeti vyapadifyate/1 3.8.4 
"What is called action, is a collection of parts produced in sequence and 
mentally conceived as (one and) identical with the parts which are 
subordinate to it." 
samahaf ca tathabhata/; pratibhedarp samuhisul 
samapyate tato bhede kalabhedasya sarpbhava/;11 3.8.5 
"Such a whole is attributed to each one of the parts. Thus when 
differentiation takes place, difference of tense/time become possible." 
Kai/1 "athava adhisraya1)adtnarp tadarthyena pravartanad gu1)atvad 
avayavatvarp tasyas ca sadhara1)atvam ucyate/ tad uktam 
Otherwise because of the actions of putting on the (fire) etc. preceeding, 
by reason of having that as (main) purpose, and their character of being 
parts arising from the secondary nature (of the actions), their common 
nature is stated. 
As was said (by Bhartrhari) 
anantaraphalarp yasya/; kalpate tam kriyarp vidu/;1 
pradhanabhatarp tadarthyad anyasarp tu tadakhyata/1 3.8.15 
"That moment immediately after which the result is produced, has been 
known to be primary action. The other are also so called because they are 
intended to produce that very result (tadarthyat)." 

28.17 kartsnyeti/ 
(About him who performs the activity) in full (it is said ... ) 

e.g. pac said to have a main meaning vicatana 'separation of grain' or 
vikhatti/:t 'softening of the grains' and the preceding subordinate moments 
the secondary meaning. 
Kai "vijatryavyavahitassakalyenety artha/;1'' 
The meaning is, uninterrupted by dissimilar or heterogeneous (actions). 
atheti/ dhatur eva samabhiharavisistakriyavacr 
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dyotakastapasarge na tu vacaka ity artha/:tl 
The meaning is that the dhatu alone expresses the action distinguished by 
repetition. Moreover the upasarga is dyotaka (illuminating or making 
clear [the meaning]) not expressing the meaning directly/karaka. 

28.19 pratatrtil 
Kai. on "dhatapasargasamudayasya kriyavise.yavagatihetutvat tato 
yadi pratyaya/:t syilt tata/:t sopasargasya dvir vacanarn prasajyeta/ 
pratatyate iti ce$Jete/ sanmatrotkarn vastv ihapy atidisati - yan 
vidhav itil'' 
If because of the nature of cause (with IJ,i lopa), there being a 
conception of the qualification of the action as being for the 
combination of dhatu and upasarga, then the pratyaya yan would be 
(applicable) and the reduplication of dhatu together with the 
upasarga would be applicable, (and this is not desired). And what is 
in fact desired is the form pratatyate (where) just at is reduplicated 
notpra. 

That matter which was stated in the san satra (3.1.7) is also extended here 
(in Va. 1) yan vidhi (referring to Va. 1-3). 

29.1 dhatvadhikare 'pui/ 
"For if the repetition of the action is together with an upasarga there 
is no ordaining of yan in the context given, even of the dhatu 
governing rule." 

prapapacyata ityadau/ He cooks repeatedly (where pac is reduplicated 
not pra). i.e. the satra is applicable in the relation to the dhatu alone 
(separate from the upasarga), Nagda. 

29.13 ar~J,otes cetil 
"And (additional enumeration of the dhatu) ur!Ju (as receiving the 
pratyaya yan)." 

yathanyase siddhyabhavad vacanam/ karyantarasiddhaye 'vaS)Iam 
ar~J,oter nuvadbhavo vacyas tenaiva yano 'pi siddhim aha 'vacya' iti/ 
The expression (of this varttika) is because of an absence of valid (form 
for ar!Ju) when (the satra is taken) as written. For establishing other 
operations (than yan) as valid, it is essential that the state of being 'like 
dhatu nu' should be expressed for dh11tu ur!Ju. By that means in fact the 
establishment of yan as valid is also achieved. Thus he says vacya (it is to 
be stated). 
(sloka varttika) 
'tatra yani bhavatidda amitos tv abhavatidesas tayor nauter abhavatl' 
There, when the condition (of being like IJU) is extended in the context of 
yan there is extension (to ar!Ju of the absence of the pratyaya am and 
agama) it because of the absence of those two occurring for the dhatu IJU. 
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29.21 Kai. on i4upagrahtid iti/ 
i4ugraha/:t itpratisedha/:tl vibhasa gu!Je iti paficamrl phalasya catra 
hetutvam yathtidhyayanena vasatui/ udaharaf)Llni pron;otrayate 
pron;unava pron:zuta/:t pron;utavan itil yanaiva ca kriyasamabhi
harasya dyotitatvan nityav"ipsayor iti kriyasamabhihare dve bhavata 
iti va dvirvacanam na bhavatil yada tu bhrsarthe 'pi pauna/:t punyam 
vivakS)'ate tada 'papacyate papacyate' iti dvir vacanam bhavaty eva/ 
"14upagraha (means) prohibition of it (augment)." Fifth case by 
vibhasa gw:ze 2.3.25 ('optionally the fifth case acts when the noun 
expresses an attribute/quality which is the cause of an action and is 
not feminine') and here the nature of cause is for the fruit/effect as 
'He stays by reason of his study'. (Because of prohibition of it 
augment an:zu is to be treated like IJU.) 

Examples: 
pron:wnayate 'He covers completely (yan intensive), 
pron:zunava 'He covered' (perfect not formed with am), 
pron:zuta/:t 'He was covered' (kta past participle passive without augment 
it). 
pron:zutavan 'He covered' (ktavatu p. p. active without augment it). 
And doubling of the word is optionally not applicable by the satras 'nitya 
v"ipsayo/:t' 8.1.4 ('The whole word is repeated when the sense is always 
and each') and 3.4.2 kriyasamabhihare lot loto hisvau va ca tadhvamo/:t 
('When the repetition of the action (or frequency) is indicated, the 
pratyaya lot acts after a dhatu and the dhatu is repeated optionally, and the 
pratyayas hi and sva or ta and dhvam are substitutes of lot'). (The varttika 
referred to says) of middle/second person singular because of repetition of 
the action being made clear (dyotika) it is (not directly expressed) by yan 
alone. But when it is desired to express repetition in the sense of intensity 
also, then only doubling of the verb is applicable. (He cooks intensely/ 
again arid again) papacyate papacyate. 

29.26 Kai. on sa bhavan iti 
"samanyavisesabhavena kriyabhedasrayo dhatusambandha/:tl" 
The resort to a distinction in verbal activity is by means of the 
condition of the general activity and the particular activity, so (there 
is) connection of the dhatu (the lot ending is the general; and the 
auxiliary because of embracing agent etc., is the particular activity. 
Nagesa). 

Kai. on sa itil "bhrsarthapauna/:t punyayo/:t pratipiptidayisitatvtid ekatara
smin yanpratyaya/:tl aparasmims tu lot/ Iotas ca kevalasya samabhiharam 
abhivyanktumasamarthyattadantasya dvir vacanam pravartatef' 
The pratyaya yan (is applicable) in one of the other (alternatives), because 
of the nature of seeking to (explain) or treat of intensity or repetition. In 
the other alternative, however, there is lot. And doubling proceeds for 
what ends with that, because of the inability to manifest/reveal repetition 
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for a solitary lot ending verb. 

30.7 Kai. on tatretil 
"There (yan is applicable because of being antaranga)" 
"lo4bahiranga kartradyapek$at;ttid dhatusambandhapek$at;iic cal" 
Lot is bahiranga because of (dependence on) expectation of agent etc. 
and because of expecting connection with/of forms of dhatus (when 
there is doubling). 

Kai. on "vibhii$11 yan itil dhato/:1 karmat;a ity ato vety anuvartanat/" 
Optionally yan because of va following on (from 3.1.7.) 
dhatoh karmat;a etc. 
Kai. on (nityam kautilye) na hrti/ 
Yan invariably in the sense of crookedness. For kutilam kramati is not 
(known to occur). 
canakramyata ityasmtidhyo 'rthab pratryate nasau kutilam kramatrti 
vakyena sakyab pratyayayitum iti tadarthanabhidhantid eva vakyam na 
bhavi$yati/ arthantare ca kautilyamiitrapratipadane vakyam nivarayitum 
aSakyam iti nityagrahat;am anarthakam ity artha/:11 
[From the particular essential nature of the word in the two subsequent 
(rules), it is understood that the two satras are in fact these varttikas. 
Therefore the writing of the two satras beginning with 'nityam' prior to 
this is an error of the scribe. (Nagesa on uttarayor iti "padasvarasat 
dhator ekac iti satra eva idam varttikam iti labhyate/ tenetab parvam 
nityam ityiidisutravadvayalekho lekhakapramiidat ... ) ] 
Udyota: That meaning which is known from the form cankramyate is not 
able to be made known by the sentence kutilam kramati. Thus because of 
not in fact expressing that meaning the sentence will not be applicable. 
And the meaning is that 'because when another meaning is being 
conveyed as just crookedness (e.g. the path, Nagda), it is not possible to 
avoid a sentence', so that the mention of nitya is pointless. 

30.12 Kai. on kriyasamabhihara iti/1 vao 7 
"(Yan does not obtain after these) in the sense of repetition of the 
action." 

"takrakaut;4inyanyayena kautilyabhavagarhabhyam yanab kriyasamabhi
hariid acchidya svrkrtatviid iti bhavabf' 
The sense is, by the principle or maxim of buttermilk for Kaut;4inya 
(M.Bh. on 1.1.47 'a special exception to a general rule', 'though a 
Brahmat;a, Kaut;4inya is made a special case ('brahmat;ebhyo dadhi 
dryatam takram kauv4inyaya')); due to having yan 'repetition of the 
action' because of its being chosen with the sense of crookedness and 
contempt. 
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30.15 satyiipapiisarupav'i1Jiitulaslokaseniilomatvacavarmavar1Ja
cilr1Jacuriidibhyo Qic 1/3/1/251/ 

satytipeti kim nipatyate I 

PiiQini 3.1.25: The pratyaya !J,ic acts after the words satya (true, in the 
form satytipa), ptisa (snare), rapa (form), Vl!Jtl (lute), tala (cotton), 
sloka (fame, stanza), senti (army), lorna (body hair), tvaca (skin), 
varma (coat of mail), var!Ja (colour, sound), cilr!J,a (dust, powder) and 
the dhtitus beginning with cur (to steal)". 
Patafijali: Is there 'irregular derivation' of satyapa (true form)? 

30.18 satyasya krfiyapukca 11111 

satyasya krfiyapukca niptityate !J,ic ca I satyam karoti 
30.19 satytipayati II atyalpam idam ucyate I 

Viirttika 1: There is irregular derivation by adding !J,ic and tipuk (as 
the tigama/augment) of the word satya in the sense of the dhtitu krfi 
(to make). 

Bhii~ya: Apuk is the agama of (the final) of the word satya in the 
sense of krfi (to make) and !J,ic (is the pratyaya). satyam karoti 
satytipayati, "He speaks the truth". Too small a scope is stated. 

30.20 !J,ividhtivarthavedasatytintim tipukca 11211 

!J,ividhavarthavedasatytintim tipukceti vaktavyam I arthtipayati 
vedapayati satytipayati II yady tipuk kriyate tilopab prtipnoti I 
evam tarhi pukkari~yate I evam api tilopab prlipnoti I evam 
tarhy akkari~yate I evam apy antiktirtintatvtit pug na prtipnoti I 
evam tarhy tiputkari~yate II 

Varttika 2: In the statement of 1Ji it should be said that 1Ji and lipuk 
(the agamalaugment) are for the final of the words artha (aim, wealth), 
veda (knowledge) and satya (truth). 

Bhii~ya: It should be stated that 1Jic and tipuk (the agama) act for 
artha, veda and satya. arthtipayati "He treats of (or makes) ... 
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money", vedapayati "He imparts knowledge/causes to know", 
satyapatti "He speaks the truth". 

If apuk is effected (as agama here) lopa of the (i (the part 
beginning with the i, last vowel) obtains (by tel; 6.4.155, Va. 1) (i.e. 
the whole of apuk). 

Then in that case puk will be ordained as the agama. Then also ti 
lopa obtains. Well then he will make the augment ak. Then also ti 
lopa obtains. Well then ak augment will be made. Then also, because 
of not ending in long a puk does not obtain. 

31.1 athavli punar astv lipug eva I nanu coktam tilopa/:l prlipnotrti I 
lipugvacanasamarthyan na bhavi~yati I athavli punar astu 
pugeva I nanu coktam evam api tilopa/:l prapnotrti I pug
vacanasamarthyan na bhavi~yati II athavli punar astv ageva I 
nanu coktam evam api 

31.5 tilopa/:l prlipnoptrti I agvacanan na bhavi~yati II 

Otherwise again let it be the augment apuk alone. But surely it was 
said lopa of ti (last vowel and any consonant that follows) obtains. 
Because of the force of the apuk rule itself (otherwise the rule will be 
vyartham/pointless) (lopa of ti) will not be applicable. Otherwise, 
again let there be puk augment only. But surely it was stated (before), 
so also lopa elision of ti obtains. Because of the force of the puk rule 
itself, lopa will not be applicable. Otherwise, again let there just be ak 
augment. But surely that was spoken of before. 'So also lopa of ti 
obtains'. Because of the force of the rule ordaining augment ak itself, 
(the lopa of ti) will not be applicable. 

Notes on MahaBh{4ya on PiiQini 3.1.25 

Viirttika Summary 
In this first varttika Katyayana points out that the augment apuk has been 
added to satya in the sense of kr to obtain satyapa. In the second he adds 
that f,lic also comes after artha and veda with the augment apuk. 

Bh{4ya Summary 
On the first varttika Patafijali simply adds what is implied, that satyapa is 
a nipatana form. Having given the full forms on the second, he considers 
variations on apuk augment because ti lopa of apuk also obtains, but 
concludes that lopa will not apply because of the rule itself. The 
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alternative is augment ak which for the same reason would prevent lopa. 

30.23 Kai. on satyapa/ "evantarhrtif' 
"Then in that case (tuk will be ordained)." 

acaryamatabhedapradarsanartho 'nekapa/cyopanyasal:z/ 
The mention of more than one point of view, is for the purpose of showing 
a difference of opinion among the masters (trayamuni). 
Nagesa: Kaiyata says this because by force of the rule alone. In fact 
everywhere there is prevention of ti elision, so the mention of various 
opinions (alone) is pointless. 
tilopa itil ti elision (obtains) 
Kai. on "navi$thavadityatidesad iti bhavai;J'' 
The sense is (there is ti lopa obtaining) because of the extension (of the 
scope of P.6.4.155) 'tell by varttika "When ~i follows (a pratipadika 
undergoes the changes) as if 'pratyaya i$tha' (followed), one of which is ti 
lopa". 
akkari$Jat iti/ tatra pararape krte 'co fi~itrti 
Well then he will make the augment ak. 
vrddhau krtayam pugagama iti bhaval:z/ 
(c.f. ato gurte 6.1.97) when the form of the following (is the one 
substitute). 
The sense is that in the context when the vrddhi is effected (for the a of 

· satya) aco fi~iti 7.2.116 (~i following a vowel having an it rt becoming ai) 
pis the augment of the final (of the base) satya etc. (not giving the desired 
form satyapa) 
satya + ak + puk + ~i + sap + tip = satyii + e + sap + tip = satyapayati 

31.6 hetumati ca 1/311/2611 

katham idalfl vijfiayate I hetumaty abhidheye ~J,ijbhavatfti I 
ahosviddhetumati yo dhatur vartata iti I I yuktalfl punar idalfl 
vicarayitum I nanv anenasandigdhena pratyayarthavise~ena 
bhavitavyalfl ytivatti hetumatrty ucyate I yadi hi prakrty
arthavise$a1J,alfl syad dhetumata 

31.10 ity evalfl brayat I naitad asti I bhavantrha hi vi~aya

saptabhyo 'pi I tad yathti pramti!J,e yat prtitipadikalfl vartate 
striytllfl yat prtitipadikalfl vartata iti I 

Pa1,1ini 3.1.26: The pratyaya ~J,ic acts after a dhtitu when the sense of 
hetumat (having or proceeding from a cause) is to be expressed, (i.e. 
the cause which is the prompter/instigator of the agent/independent 
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one with system within himself). 

Bhii~ya: How is this (rule) to be understood? Whether it means 
"When the sense of having a cause is to be expressed vic (pratyaya) is 
applicable" or else "to a dhatu which conveys the sense of that having 
a cause (vic is added)". It is proper to consider this further. Insofar as 
it is said "when that having a cause follows" surely with this without 
doubt it should be qualifying the sense of the pratyaya. For if it were a 
qualification of the meaning of the prakrtilbase, the form would in 
fact be hetumatal; (fifth/ apadana /ablative agreeing with dhatol;). 
This is not so. For here (in the grammar) there are examples of 
saptamr/seventh/locative in the sense of 'with regard to' or 'in the 
sphere of. As for example, that pratipadika/crude base which occurs 
with regard to lineal measure (has acting after it the pratyayas 
dvayasac, daghnac and matrac (5.2.37) or that pratipadika occurs 
with regard to feminine nature (has the following pratyayas acting 
after it strryam 4.1.3). 

31.11 evam ihapi hetumaty abhidheye vij bhavati hetumati va yo 
dhatur vartata iti jayate vicarava II ata uttaram pathati I 

So here also, question is raised whether "when the sense of 'having 
cause' is to be expressed vic (pratyaya) is applicable" or (vic is 
applicable to) that dhatu which occurs with regard to having a cause. 
Hence (the Varttika-kara) expresses his reply: 

31.13 hetumatrti karakopadanam pratyayarthaparigrahartham yatha 
tanukarave tak$a/; II 1 II 

hetumatrti karakam upadryate I kim prayojanam I 
31.14 pratyayarthaparigrahartham I evam sati pratyayarthal; supari

grhrto bhavati I yatha tanukarave tak$a/; (3.1.76) iti tanu
karavam upadryate I I 

Viirttika 1: (In the form) hetumati, the karaka (instrumental in 
bringing about the action) is understood for the purpose of under
standing the meaning of the pratyaya; as for example (in the sutra) 
tanukarave tak$ah 3.1.76 ("The pratyaya snu optionally acts after the 
dhatu tak$ 'in the sense of' making thin or paring when a sarva-
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dhtituka pratyaya follows denoting the agent".) 

Bhiitjya: In the form hetumati a ktiraka is understood. What is the 
purpose? For understanding the meaning of the pratyaya f)ic. When it 
is thus present, the meaning of the pratyaya is easily understood. As 
for example (in the satra) tanakaraf)e tak~ah 3.1.76, the word 
tanakaraf)a (making thin or paring) is employed (to make known the 
meaning of the pratyaya snu after the dhtitu tak$). 

31.15 yadi tarhi tadvat prakrtyarthavise$af)af!l bhavati I prakrty
arthaviSe~af)af!l hi tat tatra vijfitiyate I tanakaraf)akriyttytif!l 
tak$a iti II astu prakrtyarthavise$af)am I ko dosab I iha hy uktab 
karoti pre~itab karotfti f)ic prtipnoti I pratyaytirthavisesafJe 
punab sati naisa do$ab I svasabdenoktatvtin na bhavi$yati I I 

31.20 prakrtyarthavisesa1Je 'pi sati nai$a do$ab I yatra ntintaref)a 
sabdam arthasya gatir bhavati tatra sabdab prayujyate I yatra 
hy antaref)tipi sabdam arthasya gatir bhavati na tatra sabdab 
prayujyate II 

If then like that, (hetumati) is taken as a qualification of the 
prakrti/base, this (method) is applicable. For that is understood as a 
qualification of the meaning of the prakrti prescribed there, '(snu acts) 
after dhtitu tak$ having the sense of the action of paring'. Let it be a 
qualification of the meaning of the prakrti. What fault is there? Here 
f)ic obtains uktab karoti "(He who) was told does", pre~itab karoti 
"The one who was urged does". But when the qualification of the 
meaning of the pratyaya is present this is not a fault. Because of 
having already been expressed by the word itself the pratyaya f)ic will 
not be applicable. 

Even when the qualification is of the meaning of the prakrti there 
is no fault. When there is no understanding of the meaning without the 
word, there the word is used. Where even without a word, under
standing of meaning exists, there a word is not used. 

31.21 iha tarhi pticayaty odanaf!l devadatto yajfiadattenety ubhayob 
kartror lentibhidhttnaf!l prtipnoti I pratyaytirthavise$af)e punab 
sati na dosab I pradhtinakartari lttdayo bhavantrti pra
dhttnakartti lenabhidhryate yasctitrtipradhtinaf!l siddhti tatra 
kartarfty eva trtfyti I 
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Then here (in the example) - pacayaty-odanalfl Devadatto Yajfia
dattena - "Devadatta causes Yajfiadatta to cook the rice" expression 
of both the agents by the la (tense pratyaya) becomes wrongly 
applicable. When the qualification is of the meaning of the pratyaya, 
again there is no fault. The principal agent is expressed by the la 
(tense pratyaya) as (is stated). (The ten tenses or moods which all) 
begin with the letter I are applicable in the sense of or in expressing 
the principal agent. And (to denote him) who is here non-principal/ 
subordinate agent, in the context it is established that the third case 
alone is employed in the sense of Agent. 

31.24 iha ca gamito gramalfl devadatto yajfiadattenety avyatirikto 
gatyartha iti krtva gatyarthantllfl ktal:t kartarrti kartari ktal:t 
prapnoti I iha ca vyatibhedayante vyaticchedayanta ity 
avyatirakto hilflstlrtha iti krtva na gatihilflstlrthebhyal:t 

32.1 (1.3.15) iti prati$edhal:t prapnoti II astu tarhi pratyaya
rthavise$al')am I yadi pratyayarthavise$al')alfl pacayaty odanalfl 
devadatto yajfiadatteneti prayojye kartari karmasafijfia 
prapnoti I bhavati hi tasya tasminn rpsa I iha ca gramalfl 
gamayati gramaya gamayatrti vyatirikto gatyartha iti krtva 
gatyarthakarmal')i dvitrya caturthyau na prapnuta/:t I 

Moreover having formed (the following sentence with a sense of 
going not different from the causative meaning 'made to go' etc.) 
referred to in the satra gatyartha akarmaka etc. (3.4.72) gamito 
gramalfl Devadatto Yajfiadattena- "Devadatta caused Yajnadatta to 
go to the village", kta/past participal passive obtains in the sense of 
Agent because of (the statement) "Kta acts after dhatus having the 
sense of going or movement in denoting the Agent". 

And here in the verbs vyati bhedayante "They are bursting 
(crushing or destroying) forth together on each other simultaneously". 
vyaticchedayante "They cause each other to be cut", with meanings of 
injuring not separated from the causative meaning or that referred to 
in the satra-1.3.15 gati hilflstlrthebhya/:t "After dhatus having the 
sense of 'motion' or 'injury' (when expressing interchange of action) 
the atmanepada vibhakti pratyayas are not used" because of which, 
prohibition of the atmanepada obtains. 

Then let (the sense be) the qualification of the meaning of the 
pratyaya. If there is qualification of the meaning of the pratyaya then 
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the technical name karman/object wrongly applies i.e. obtains in 
denoting the agent to be employed/caused to act, as pacayati odanalfl 
Devadatto Yajfiadattena "Devadatta causes Yajfiadatta to cook rice". 
For he (Devadatta) has a desire in relation to him (Yajfiadatta). 

And here (in) the sentence gramalfl gamayati (and) gramaya 
gamayati "He causes him to go to the village" with the meaning of 
motion/going separated from that sense expressed in the satra 
gatyartha karmalJi dvitfya caturthyau ce${llyam anadhvani 2.3.12 "In 
the case of dhatus implying motion, the place to which the motion is 
directed takes the second vibhakti pratyaya (accusative) or the fourth 
(sampradana/dative) case (in denoting karman/object, when physical 
motion is meant, and the object is not a word expressing road)", the 
second and fourth cases do not obtain (as alternatives). 

32.5 iha ca edhodakasyopaskarayatrti vyatirikta/:t karoty artha iti 
krtva krfia/:t pratiyatne (2.3.53) iti $a${f na prapnoti I iha ca 
bhedika devadattasya yajfiadattasya ka$fhanam iti prayojye 
kartari $a${f na prapnoti I iha ca abhi$llvayati pari$llvayatrti 
vyatirikta/:t sunoty artha iti krtvopasargat sunoty adrnam iti 
$atvalfl na prapnoti I I nai$a do$a/:t I yat tavad ucyate pacayaty 
odanaf!l devadatto yajfiadatteneti prayojye kartari karmasafijfia 
prapnotrti gatibuddhipratyavasanarthasabdakarmakarmaka
lJllm alJ'fty etan niyamarthaf!l bhavi$yati I 

And here (in the sentence) edhokasyopaskarayati "The water makes 
the wood impart a new quality to the water with a meaning of 
karoti/dhatu kr (to make) separated (from that causative sense 
mentioned in the satra), (by the satra) krfia/:t pratiyatne 2.3.53 "The 
karman/object of the dhatu kr takes the sixth vibhaktilcase pratyaya, 
when it means to impart a new quality or virtue". The sixth case does 
not obtain in the sentence bhedika Devadattasya Y ajfiadattasya 
kll${hanam. "The act of causing Yajfiadatta to cut the wood is caused 
by Devadatta". The sixth vibhakti/case pratyaya does not obtain in the 
sense of the Agent to be prompted or caused/impelled. 

And here (in the verbs) abhi-$llvayati "He causes (him) to press 
out the soma", pari$llvayati "He causes (him) to press the soma from 
all sides" with the meaning of sunoti/dhatu su (to press out soma) 
different (from that expressed by the satra) upasarhat sunoti suvati 
·etc. This is not a fault with reference to that which is stated (in the 
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sentence), "Devadatta causes Yajfiadatta to cook the rice"/pacayaty 
odanam Devadatto Yajfiadattena, the technical name karman/object 
obtains in the sense of the Agent to be employed (i.e. subordinate 
agent). I say, for the purpose of restricting the scope of karman safiji'Ht 
there will be the satra gati-buddhi-pratyavasana-artha-sabda
karmakarmakllnllm af)i kartll sa f)au 1.4.52: "For dhatus having the 
sense of motion, knowledge or information and eating, and for dhatus 
that have sound or some literary work for their karman/object and for 
intransitive dhatus, that which was the agent of the dhatu in its 
primitive (non-f)ilnon causal state) is called the karman in its causal 
state (when the dhatu takes the pratyaya f)ic)". 

32.11 ete$llm eva f)yantllnam yab karta sa f)au karmasafijfio bhavati 
nanye$lim iti II yad apy ucyata iha ca gramarrz gamayati 
gramaya gamayatfti vyatirikto gatyartha iti krtva gatyartha
karmaf)i dvitryacaturthyau na prllpnuta iti nllsllv evam pre$yate 
gaccha gramam iti I katharrz tarhi I sadhanavisi${llm asau 
kriyarrz pre$yate gramarrz gaccha grllmllya gaccheti II 

For these (dhlltus) alone not ending in f)i that which is the Agent (in 
the non causal state) has the technical name karman applicable to it in 
the causal state when f)i follows, but this is not so for any other 
(dhatus). With reference to what was also said (above) iha ca gramarrz 
gamayati gramaya gamayati etc. And here having formed the 
sentence "He causes him to go to the village" with a meaning of 
motion not different from that expressed in the satra - gatyartha 
karmaf)i dvitfya caturthyau ce${liyam anadhvani (2.3.12) the second 
and fourth vibhakti pratyaya/cases do not obtain. (I say) that (person) 
is not impelled (by saying) "Go to the village". How then? One is 
impelled to do an action which is distinguished by a karaka (a case 
relation instrumental in bringing about the action of the verb) 
'gramarrz gaccha' (or) gramaya gaccha "go to the village". 

32.15yad apy ucyata iha ca edhodakasyopaskarayatfti vyatiriktab 
karoty artha iti krtva krfiab pratiyatna iti $a${f na prllpnotfti 
nasav evarrz pre$yata upaskuru$vaidhodakasyeti I katharrz tarhi I 
siidhanavisi${iim asau kriyii pre$yata edhodakasyopas
kurU$Veti I I 
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With reference to what is also said (as above) and here having formed 
(the sentence) edhodakasyopaskarayati "He caused the preparing of 
the wood and water for the sacrifice" with the meaning of 
karotildhatu kr (to make) different from that expressed in the satra 
"krfiab pratiyatne (2.3.35)", the sixth case does not obtain. That 
(action) is not impelled (as) apaskuru$vaidho dakasya "Prepare the 
wood and water for the sacrifice". How then? The action is urged on 
or caused, distinguished by its instruments (or agents) of the action/ 
sadhana (karaka). edho dakasyopakari$va "Prepare the wood and 
water", (with sixth case because, edhodaka is the object of kr dhatu 
(to make) and not of kari (causative formed with ~J,ic. 

32.18 yad apy ucyata iha ca bhedika devadattasya yajfiadattasya 
kli$flinam iti prayojye kartari $a$f'f na prapnot'fty uktam tatra 
krdgraha~J,asya prayojanarrt kartrbhataparvamatre 'pi $a$f'f 
yatha syad iti II yad apy ucyata iha cabhi$livayati pari$livayatrti 
vyatiriktab sunoty artha iti krtvopasargat sunoty adznam iti 
$atvarrt na prapnotfti nasav evarrt pre$yate sunvabhrti I katharrt 
tarhi I upasargavisi$flim asau kriyam pre$yate 'bhi$U1Jviti II 

With reference to this also it is said (as earlier 2.32.6) iha ca bhedika 
etc. "And here when the subordinate agent (is to be expressed, as for 
example) Devadatta (is) causing Yajfiadatta to split the logs" the sixth 
vibhaktilcase pratyaya does not obtain. (I say), it was stated there that 
the purpose of mentioning krt (is) so that the sixth case should be 
applicable even when an agent only in a former time is to be denoted. 
What also is said is (as earlier 2.32.7) iha cabhi$livayati etc. And here 
having formed the verbs abhi$livayati 'He causes him to press out the 
soma' pari$livayati 'He causes him to press round the soma', with the 
meaning of sunotildhatu su (to press out soma) different to that 
expressed in the satra upasargat sunoti etc. ( 8.3 .65). The change of $ 
for s does not obtain, (for) that is not (here) urged on/caused (at this 
stage) when upasarga abhi (is to join with the simple dhatu) sunu. 
How then? That act is urged on qualified by upasarga (i.e. change of s 
to $1$atya and has already taken place in the non causal state), (as) 
abhi-$U1JU "Do thou press out the soma". 

32.23 yuktarrt punar idarrt vicarayitum I nanv anenlisarrtdigdhena 
pratyayarthavisesa1Jena bhavitavyam yavatll vyaktam arthll-
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ntaram gamyate pacati pacayatrti ca I baqham yuktam I iha 
pace/:t ka/:t pradhanartha/:t I yasau taiJ,qulanam viklitti/:t I 
athedan'frrt 

32.25 tad abhisandhiparvakam pre$a1J,amadhye$a1J,arrt va yatsarva/:t 
pacyartha/:t syat I 

It is proper to again consider this matter. Surely the qualifier of the 
meaning of the pratyaya must be without doubt in so far as it is 
understood that there is obviously a different meaning (when IJ,ic is 
employed), (as) pacati "He cooks" and pacayati "He causes 
(someone) to cook". Yes indeed it is proper to consider here what is 
the principal meaning of paci (i.e. dhatu pac). That (activity) which 
softens the grains of rice. Now then that which has been intended or 
aimed at (whether it be) the act of urging/impelling or soliciting/ 
asking, it is proper that all that be (part) of the meaning of pac-i (pac 
dhatu + IJ,ic pratyaya). 

32.26 atha hetumatrti ko matvartha/:t I hetu/:t kartasya hetuman hetu
matrti II 

Now what is the meaning of (the pratyaya) matup in hemati? He 
whose agent is the cause is hetuman (having a reason or cause), as in 
the satra hetumat-i. 

33.1 hetunirde5as ca nimittamatrarn bhik$tidi$U darfanat 11211 

hetunirdesas ca nimittamatram dra$tavyam I yavadbrayan 
nimittam kara~J,am iti tavad dhetur iti I kim prayojanam I 
bhik$tidi$u darsanat I bhik$tidi$u hi IJ,i}drsyate I 

Viirttika 2: And the mention of hetu is in the sense of 'mere efficient 
cause or instrument' (which is known) because of seeing its usage in 
connection with the words bhik$ti (alms) and the rest mentioned in the 
satra bhik$tidibhyo 'n 4.2.38. 

Bhii~ya: And the mention of hetu should be seen (or understood) in 
the sense of 'mere efficient cause or instrument'. To the extent one 
would say it is the efficient cause or instrument, so too (one may 
speak of) hetu as cause. What is the purpose? Because of seeing 
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(usage) in connection with bhik$ii (alms) and the rest? For in 
(connection with the words) bhik$ii and the rest IJ,ic is seen (after a 
dhiitu). 

33.3 bhik$ii viisayanti I kiirf$0 'gnir adhyiipayatui II kim puna/:l 
kara~J,am paribhii$ike hetau na sidhyati I evam manyate 
cetaniivata etad bhavati pre$alJ,amadhye$alJam ceti bhik$iiS 
cacetanii/:l I nai$a do$a/:l I navasyam sa eva viisam prayojayati 
ya iiho$yatiim iti tU$1J,fm apy iisfno yas tat samarthiinyiicarati 
so 'pi viisam prayojayati I bhik$iiS ciipi pracurii vyafijanavatyo 
labhyamiinii vasam prayojayanti I tathii kiirf$0 'gnir niviita 
ekiinte suprajvalito 'dhyayanam prayojayati II 

As bhik$ii viisayanti "Desire for alms causes them to dwell (in the 
town etc.)". kiirf$o'gnir adhyapayati "The cow-dung fire makes (the 
students) learn (by enabling them to sit in the warm)". But is not cause 
admissable in the sense of the conventional technical (sense of) cause 
(expressed by the satrakiira)? So (the satrakiira) thought "this 
impelling and requesting is possible for one having consciousness, but 
bhik$ii (alms) are without consciousness. This is not a fault. It is not 
necessarily the very one who causes someone to dwell by saying 'you 
may stay' (in this place). What then? Even one who is sitting silently 
(and) performs (deeds or actions) which are capable of making 
someone stay, even he causes dwelling or abiding to take place. And 
so also alms, foods abundant and full of seasoning (condiments) being 
obtained, cause (the mendicant recipients) to dwell (nearby). So too 
the cow-dung burning beautifully in a solitary place, free from wind, 
causes study (to take place). 

33.9 iha kascit kaficid aha prcchatu mil bhaviin anuyunktam mil 
bhaviin iti I atra IJ,ic kasmiin na bhavati I akartrtviit I na hy asau 
samprati prcchati I tU$1Jlm iiste kim ca bho vartamiinakiiliiyii 
eva kriyiiyii/:l kartrii bhavitavyam na bhatabhavi$yatkiiliiyii/:l I 
bhatabhavi$yatkiiliiyii api bhavitavyam I 

Here someone says to someone else, "Ask me a question sir, do. Do 
engage me sir". Here, why is there not IJ,ic applicable? Because of the 
one commanding not being the agent (of the action he commands). 
For that one does not now ask. He remains silent. And Sir, should he 
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only be Agent of an action of the present time, (and) not of past and 
future time? He should also be (Agent of an action) of the past and 
future time. 

33.12 abhisarrzbandhas tatra kriyata imtirrz kriyam aktir$ft imarrz 
kriyarrz kari$yatfti I iha punar na kascid abhisambandhal; 
kriyate na ctisau sarrzprati prcchati tU$1J'im tiste I yadi tarhi 
kartti nasti katharrz tarhi kartrpratyayena lotabhidhryate I atha 

33.13 katham asminn aprcchaty ayarrz pracchir vartate I abhibandhas 
tatra kriyata imarrz kriyarrz kurv iti I kriyayti bhaveti I evarrz na 
ca kartti kartrpatyayena ca lotabhidh'iyate I I 

A connection is made there "He did this action. He will do this action". 
But here no one is made connected, and nor does he ask (nor will he 
ask), he remains silent. If then, there is no agent, how then is he 
expressed by the agent pratyaya lot (imperative)? Now then how, 
when this one is not asking a question does the verb pracch operate? 
A connection is made there "Do this action". Also then connection is 
made with the agent. "Be the agent of this action". And thus the agent 
is not expressed by the agent pratyaya lot (imperative). 

33.17 athtipi kathaficit kartti sytit I evam api na do$a/; I lotoktatvtit 
pre$a7Jasya IJij na bhavi$yati I vidhryante hy ete$V arthe$U 
pre$tidi$U loqadayal; I yatra ca dvitryal; prayojyo 'rtho bhavati 
bhavati tatra IJic I tad yathti I 

33.20 asaya sayayeti II 

Now even if somehow there would be an agent, so then too (there is) 
no fault. Because of orderinglprai$a being expressed already by lot 
(imperative), there will not be applicable to the pratyaya IJic. For lot 
and the rest are ordained in the sense of these (sending/ordering) 
impelling etc. And where a second impelled agent exists, there is IJic 
pratyaya. As for example "Do thou cause (him) to sit. Do thou cause 
(him) to lie down or sleep". 

33.21 kr$ytidi$U ctinutpattil; I kr$ytidi$U ctinutpattir vaktavya I ektinte 
tU$1J'im tis'ina ucyate paficabhir halail; kr$at'iti I tatra bhavi
tavyarrz paficabhir halai/:t kar$ayat'iti II 
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Varttika: And there is non-arising (of l}ic pratyaya) in the formation 
of kr$-i and the rest. 

Bha~ya: And it should be stated that there is non-ansmg of nic 
pratyaya in (the formation) of kr$-i and the rest. By one sitting silently 
in a lonely/deserted place it is said "He ploughs with five ploughs". 
There it should be paficabhir halaib kar$ayati "He causes ploughing 
with five ploughs". 

33.23 kr$yiidi$U canutpattir niiniikriyiiiJiif!'l kr$yarthatviit 11311 

kr$yiidi$U ciinutpattib siddhii I kutab I niiniikriyiiiJilfl'l kr$Y
arthatviit I niinakri$yiib kri~er arthab I navasyarrz kr$ir 
vilekhana eva vartate I kirrz tar hi I pratividhane 'pi vartate I yad 
asau bhaktabrjabalrvadaib pratividhanarrz sa kr$yarthab I atas 
ca pratividhiine 

33.25 vartate yad ahareviisau na pratividhatte tad ahareva tat karma 
na pravartate I 

Varttika 3: And in the case of the (dhatus) kr$-i and the rest, the 
non-arising (of l}ic) is because of the meaning of kr$-i (and the rest) 
having a variety of verbal activities (connected with them). 

Bhil~ya: And in relation to (the dhiitus) kr$-i (and the rest) the 
non-arising of IJiC is settled. From what cause? "Because of the 
meaning of kr$-i (and the rest) having a variety of verbal activities 
(connected with them). (For) various are the verbal activities which 
(comprise) the meanings of kr~-i. Kr$-i does not necessarily occur 
only in the sense of ploughing. What then? It also occurs in the sense 
of disposing and arranging i.e. managing (the activity). When he 
makes arrangements for eatable grain, seeds and oxen that is (all 
involved in) the sense of ploughing. And this indeed is for the 
following reason: even when arrangements exist, the day when no 
arrangements (of the activities are actually made is) that very day the 
work does not proceed. 

34.1 yajyadi$U caviparyasab I yajyadi$U cavzparyiiso vaktavyab I 
pu$yamitro yajate yajakii yajayantui I tatra bhavitavyarrz pu$ya
mitro yajayate yajayaka yajantui I I 
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V iirttika: And in the case of the dhatu yaj and the rest there is no 
interchange or transposition (regarding pada). 

Bhii[iya: And it should be stated that there is no interchange of pada 
in the case of yaj dhatu etc. pu~yamitra yajate "Prince Pu~yamitra 
sacrifices for himself' (atmanepada vibhakti pratyaya te) yajaka 
yajayanti "The sacrificers perform sacrifices (for others)" (therefore 
parasmaipada vibhakti pratyaya anti). There should be pu~yamitra 
yajayate yajaka yajanti "Pu~yamitra causes a sacrifice (to take place 
for his benefit, for himself) (atmanepada), the offerers of sacrifices 
(i.e. the professional priests) perform sacrifices for others (parasmai
pada)". 

34.2 yajyadi~u caviparyasa nanakriyi11Ji1rrt yajyarthatvat 11411 

yajyadi~u caviparyasab siddhab I kutab I nanakriytil'Jtirrt yajy
arthatvat I nanakriya yajerarthab I navasyam yajihavi~pra
k~epafJa eva vartate I kirrt tarhi I tyage 'pi vartate I aha yajata 
ity ucyate ya/:l su~tu tyligam karati I tam ca pu~yamitra/:l karati 
yajakab prayajayanti II 

Viirttika 4: And in the case of the dhatus yaj and the rest there is no 
interchange (of pada) because of the meaning of yaj-i (and the rest) 
having a variety of verbal activities (connected with them). 

Bhii[iya: And it is established that there is no interchange (of pada). 
For what reason? Because of the meaning of yaj-i (and the rest) 
having a variety of verbal activities (connected with them). (For) 
various verbal activities (comprise) the meaning of yaj-i (and the rest). 
It is not essential that yaj-i (= dhatu yaj) occurs only in the sense of 
offering an oblation. What then? It also occurs in the sense of 
abandoning/giving up or away. As for example aha yajate "Ah! He is 
making (some self) sacrifice)". Thus it is said (of someone) who 
performs excellently the act of (renunciation or) abandoning. And that, 
Pu~yamitra does (while) the offerers of the oblations/the priests 
prompt (him to do so). 

34.8 tat karatrty upasmikhyanam satrayatyadyartham 11511 
tat karotrty upasalikhyanam kartavyam I kirrt prayojanam I 
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34.10 satrayatyadyartham I satrarrz karoti satrayati I iha vyil
karalJasya satrarrz karoti vyakaralJarrz satrayatrti vakye ~u~thy
utpanne ca pratyaye dvitzyil I kenaitad evarrz bhavati I yo sau 
satravyakaratJayor abhisambandhab sa utpanne pratyaye 
vivartate 'sti ca karoter vyiikara!Jena silmarthyam iti krtva 
dvitzya bhavi~yati I 

Viirttika 5: Additional enumeration (of 1Jic) in the sense of 'He 
makes/does that' for the sake of (the forms) satrayati "He makes or 
composes a satra" and the rest. 

Bhii~ya: Additional enumeration (of 1;ic) should be made in the sense 
of 'he does or makes that'. What is the purpose? For the sake of (the 
forms) satrayati "He composes satras and the rest", satrarrz karoti 
satrayati (The sentence) 'he makes a satra' (is expressed by the 
denominative) satrayati 'He composes a satra'. 

Here in the sentence vyakaralJasya satrarrz karoti 'He composes a 
satra of grammar', we have the sixth case for the word vyakara!Ja, but 
here vyakaralJarrz satrayati "He composes a grammatical satra", when 
the pratyaya 1Jic has arisen (to form satrayati) the word vyiikaralJa/ 
grammar (receives) the second case/sup. By virtue of what does that 
thus become applicable? That connection of (the words) satra and 
vyakara!Ja (in the sentence by means of the sixth case) disappears 
when the pratyaya (1Jic) arises (to form the denominative satrayati); 
and having made the (statement) 'there exists mutual connection of 
meanings/siimarthyam of the dhiitu kr (to make) with the word 
vyakaralJa', the second case (is applicable). 

34.14 akhyiinilt krtas tadiica~ta iti krlukprakrtipratyilpattib prakrtivac 
ca kiirakam 11611 

iikhyiinilt krdantillJ tJijvaktavyas tadiica~ta ity etasminn arthe I 
krllukprakrtipratyilpatti/:l prakrtivac ca karakarrz bhavatrti vak
tavyam I karrzsavadham aca$te karrzsarrz dhiitayati I bali
bandham aca~te balirrz bandhayati II 

Viirttika 6: "(l'fic) pratyaya is to act after (a word expressing the name 
of) a story tale or legend, (ending) in a krt (pratyaya) when lJiC has the 
sense of 'He relates that', the krt pratyaya being luk elided and (the 
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word) restored to its original form, as also the karaka/case 
relationship (should be in its original form i.e. not elided)". 

Bhii~ya: !;lie should be stated after (the name of) a tale/story ending in 
a krt pratyaya in the sense of "He tells that". It should be stated that 
the krt is luk elided, (the base) restored to its original forms and 
karaka/case ending (relating to verbal activity) becomes as it was in 
its original state (i.e. with vibhakti ending manifest). Kansa vadham 
aca~te = Kansaf{l ghatayati "He tells the story/drama of the killing of 
Kansa" (by Se~a Kr~r;a) (optionally using r;ic). Bali bandhanam 
aca~te = balif{l bandhayati "He tells the story of the binding or killing 
of Bali (by Vi~r;u). 

34.19 akhyanac ca prati~edhab 11711 

akhyanasabdac ca prati~edho vaktavyab I akhyanam aca~ta itil I 
kif!l punar yany etani safijfiabhatany akhyanani tata utpatya 
bhavitavyam ahosvit kriytinvakhyanamtitrtit I kim catab I yadi 
safijfiabhatebhya/:t, iha na prtipnoti rajagamanam aca~te 

rajanam agamayatrti I atha kriyanvakhyanamtitrtin na do~o 
bhavati I yathti na do~ as tathtistu I I 

Varttika 7: "Prohibition (of r;ic in the sense of 'He tells that') after 
(the word) akhyana (tale)". 

Bhii~ya: And it should be stated that there is prohibition (of r;ic) after 
the word tikhyana (tale). (Therefore only the sentence form without 
r;ic). akhyanam aca~te "He tells a tale" But should there be the arising 
(of r;ic) (only) after these words which have become the names of 
tales, or after any kind of narration of actions? And what (follows) 
from that? If (only) after words which have become names of tales, 
(then) here (r;ic) does not obtain. rajagamanam tica${e = rajanam 
agamayati "He tells the story of the coming of the King" (optionally 
in fact formed with r;ic). Now (then in fact) there is no fault if r;ic 
(acts) after all narrations of action. Let it be such that there is no fault. 

34.25 drsyarthaytif!l ca pravrttau 11811 

drsyarthaytif!l ca pravrttau krdanttir; r;ijvaktavyas tadaca$ta ity 
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etasminn arthe I krlluk prakrtipratylipattih prakrtivac ca 
kiirakam bhavatfti I bhrgarama~J,am lica$te mrglin ramayatfti I 
drsyarthayam iti kim artham I yada hi grame mrgarama~J,am 
aca$ta ity eva tada bhavatrti I I 

Viirttika 8: When the function of the activity of telling (the story etc.) 
is for the purpose of seeing/visualising (something, IJ,ic acts). 

Bhii~ya: And when the function of the activity of telling (the story) is 
for the purpose of seeing/realising (something), it should be stated that 
~J,ic acts in the sense of 'He tells that' after a word ending in a krt 
pratyaya. (It should be stated that) the krt being luk elided, the base 
refers to the original form, and the kiiraka/case relationship to the 
verbal activity expressed becomes like the original. mrgarama~J,am 
aca$te = mrgan ramayati "He tells of the deer playing (so that they 
can visualise it)". Why (say) "for the purpose of seeing"? For (only) 
when in the village he sees the playing of the deer, then only ~J,ic 

should not be applicable. Only the expression mrgarama~J,Qm aca$te 
should (then be used). 

35.4 iinlopas ca kiiliity antasamyoge maryiidiiyiim 11911 

kalaty antasamyoge maryadayam krdantliJJ ~J,ijvaktavyas 

tadiicQ$ta ity etasminn artha iinlopas ca I krllukprakrti
pratyapattih prakrtivac ca karakam bhavatfti I liratrivivasam 
liCa$te ratrim vivasayatrti II 

V iirttika 9: And when expressing a continuous period of time up to a 
specific limit, (JJic pratyaya acts) and there is lopa elision (of the 
upasarga) an. 

Bhii~ya: It should be stated that ~J,ic acts after a krt pratyaya ending 
(word) when expressing a continuous/uninterupted period of time up 
to a specific limit, in the sense of "He tells that" and there is lopa 
elision of (the upasarga) lin (as far as etc.). (It should be stated stat) 
the krt pratyaya being luk elided the base reverts to its original form 
and the kiiraka/relationship expressed becomes like the original. 
aratri-vivasam acQ$fe = rlitrim vivasayati "He tells a tale until 
daybreak/banishing of night". 
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35.8 citrzkara7Je prapi 111011 

citrzkara7Je priipyarthe krdantiilJ JJijvaktavyab I krllukprakrti
pratyiipattib prakrtivac ca karakarrz bhavatrti I 

35.10 ujjayinyab prasthito mahi$matyarrz saryodgamanarrz sarrz
bhiivayate saryam udgamayatrti II 

Viirttika 10: When there is surprise at reaching (somewhere, JJic is 
applicable). 

Bhii~ya: It should be stated JJiC acts in the sense of surprise at 
reaching (a place). (It should be stated that) the krt pratyaya being luk 
elided the base reverts to its original form and the kiiraka/case 
relationship becomes like that of the original form. 
ujjayinya prasthito mahi$matyamsaryodgamanarrz sambhavayate = 
saryam udgamayati 
"He who had set off from Ujjayani (at sunrise) reaches/arrives at 
Mahi$matr (to his amazement that same morning), thus he thinks it is 
possible!" (optionally JJic is applicable). 

35.12 nak$atrayoge jfii 111111 

nak$atrayoge janaty arthe krdantiiJJ JJijvaktavyab I krlluk 
prakrtipratyiipattib prakrtivac ca karakarrz bhavatui I pu$pa
yogarrz janati pu$ye1Ja yojayati I maghabhir yojayatui II tat 
tarhrdarrz bahu vaktavyam I 

Viirttika 11: /Yic acts in the sense of knowledge of the conjunction of 
an asterism!nak$atra. 

Bhii~ya: It should be stated that JJic acts after a word ending in a krt 
pratyaya in the sense of knowing of the conjunction of an asterism. (It 
should be stated that) the krt pratyaya being luk elided, the base 
reverts to its original form and the karaka!case becomes like that of 
the original expression. pu$yo yogarrz janati = pu$yena yojayati "He 
knows the (time of) the conjunction (of the moon) with the asterism 
pu$ya (optionally with JJic lit. 'He causes conjunction with the 
asterism pu$ya'). maghabhir yojayati "He knows the (time of) the 
conjunction (of the moon) with the asterism magha". That much has 
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surely to be stated. 

35.16 na va samanyakrtatvad dhetuto hy avisi.~tam 111211 

na va vaktavyam I kim karal)am I samanyakrtatvat I samanye
naivatra 1)ijbhavi$yati hetumatUi I kim karal)am I hetuto hy 
avisi$tam I hetuto hy avisi$tam etad bhavati I tulya hi hetuta 
devadatte caditye ca I na sidhyati I 

35.20 svatantraprayojako hetusafijfio bhavatrty ucyate na casavadi
tyam prayojayati I 

Varttika 12: Or else (this need not be stated) because (the pratyaya 
l)ic) is taught in (the sense of cause) in general. Indeed (whatever is 
enumerated) is not different from cause. 

Bhii~ya: Or else it should not be stated. What is the reason? "Because 
(the pratyaya l)ic) is taught in (the sense of cause) in general. Here l)ic 
will be applicable only in the general sense 'of that having a cause'. 
What is the reason? Because that which is mentioned is not 
distinguished from cause. For this is not different from cause, (thus 
this JJ.ic) is applicable. For the nature of cause in Devadatta and the 
sun is the same. That is not valid. For it is said that the technical name 
hetu (refers to) the prompter of the independent one. And that (one 
yonder) does not prompt or direct the Sun. 

35.21 svatantraprayojakatvad aprayojaka iti cen muktasamsayena 
tulyam 111311 

yam bhavan svatantraprayojakam muktasamsayam nyayyam 
manyate pacayaty odanam devadatto yajfiadatteneti tenaitat 
tulyam I katham I 

Varttika 13: If (it is said that) is not the prompter because he is 
prompter of an independent one, (this statement is equivalent to that 
made) by one who is free from doubt. 
Bhii~ya: This is just like that (Devadatta) whom you properly think 
without doubt (to be) the prompter of the independent, one in the 
sentence pacayatyodanam Devadatto Yajfiadattena "Devadatta causes 
Yajfiadatta to cook the rice". This is like that (one who causes the Sun 
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to rise). How? 

35.28 pravrttir hy ubhayatran apek$ya 11141 

35.29 pravrttir hy ubhayatran apek$yaiva kificid bhavati devadatte 
caditye ca I neha kascit para 'nugrahrtavya iti pravartate I 

36.1 sarva ime svabhatyarthaf!l pravartante I 

Viirttika 14: For the inclination (to do something) in both cases is 
irrespective (of anything). 

Bhii~ya: The inclination (to do something) occurs in both cases in 
Devadatta and in the Sun irrespective of anything. There is nobody 
who is inclined to do something for another. All these act or proceed 
for the sake of their own welfare. 

36.1 ye tavad ette gurususra$avo nama te 'pi svabhatyartham eva 
pravartante paralaukikaf!l ca no bhavi$yatrha ca nal:z prrto 
gurur adhyapayi$yatrti I tatha yad etad dasakarmakaraf!l 
namaite 'pi svabhatyartham eva pravartante bhaktaf!l cailaf!l 
ca lapsyamahe paribha$aS ca na no bhavi$yantrti I tatha ya ete 
silpino nama te 'pi svabhatyartham I 

36.5 pravartante vetanaf!l ca lapsyamahe mitra!Ji ca no bhav
i$yantrti II evam ete$U sarve$U svabhatyarthaf!l pravartamane$U 

Those who obey/serve their teacher indeed even they (in truth) act for 
the sake of their own welfare (under the belief) 'and for us there will 
be (attainment of) the world beyond and the teacher pleased with us 
will teach us'. Similarly indeed whosoever is a servant doing his 
(master's) work, they too act for the sake of their own welfare (with 
the idea) "and we shall obtain food and clothing and there will not be 
any reproofs for us". Similarly indeed those called artisans, they also 
act for the sake of their own welfare, (with the idea) "we shall receive 
wages and for us there will be (many) friends". So thus, in all these 
(examples) when they are acting for the sake of their own welfare, 
(then applies the next varttika). 

36.7 kuvarta/:l prayojaka iti cet tulyam II 1511 
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yadi kascit kurvata/:z prayojako nama bhavati tenaitat tulyam II 
yadi tarhi sarva ime svabhatyartharrz pravartante ka/:z 
prayojyllrtha/:z I yad abhiprllye$U sajjante I rdrsau vardhrau 
kuru rdrsau putakau kuru I adityas easyabhipraye sajjllte I 

Varttika 15: (This) is equivalent (to saying) that (hetu) is the prompter 
of one who does something. 

Bhll$ya: If something is the prompter of the one who is already doing, 
really that is equivalent to (saying that he is) the hetu. If then all these 
acts are for the sake of their own welfare what is the sense of prayojya 
"to be prompted"? Since they are intent on (fulfilling his) intentions 
e.g. "Make two leather bands like this", "Make two water-cups (from 
leaves) like this", (they become prayojya). The sun is also intent on 
fulfilling its purpose. 

36.10 e$a tasyabhiprllya ujjayinyll/:z prasthito mllhi$matyarrz saryod
gamanarrz sambhavayeyeti tarrz ellsyabhiprayam adityo nir
vartayati II bhaved iha vartamanakalatll yuktll syllt ujjayinyll/:z 
prasthito mahi$matyarrz saryodgamanam sambhavayate saryam 
udgamayatrti tatrasthasya hi tasyllditya udeti I iha tu katham 
vartamanakalatll karnsa ghlltayati balim bandhayatrti eirahate 
kamse cirabaddhe ea balau I 

This is his intention, that one having set off from Ujjayanr (at night) 
be able amazingly to be at Mahi$matr at sunrise. saryodgamanam 
sambhavayate (or with {lie) saryam udgamayati (c.f. Varttika 10). 
Here it may be that the present time would be appropriate in this case: 
Having set off from Ujjayanr he contemplated on the sunrise at 
Mahi$matr (optionally with {lie lit. 'He causes the sun to rise', c.f. 
Varttika 1 0). For indeed the sun rises for him standing there in that 
place. But how is it the present time here: "He tells the story of the 
killing of Kansa (c.f. Varttika 6) "He tells the story of the binding of 
Bali" ( c.f. Varttika 6) When Kansa was killed long ago and Bali was 
bound long ago? 

36.15 atrapi yukta I katham I ye tllvad ete sobhanika namaite praty
ak$alfl kamsam ghlltayanti pratyak$alfl ea balim bandha
yantrti I citre$U katham I citre$V apy udgur{lll nipatitlls ea 
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prahara drsyante karrzsakar$a1Jyas ca I granthike$U katharrz 
yatra sabdagranthaga4umatrarrz lak$yate I te 'pi hi te$am 
utpattiprabhrtya vinasadrddhrrvyacak$a1Ja/:t sato buddhi
Vi$ayan prakasayanti I atas ca sato vyamisra hi drsyante I 

Here too it is appropriate. How? Those who indeed are actors 
(sobhanika or saubhika) cause the killing of Kansa (i.e. enact it) and 
causing the binding of Bali by re-enacting it before the eyes. How 
then (is the present time possible when the story is portrayed) in 
pictures? Also in a picture, blows raised and fallen are seen, and the 
tormenter of Kansa viz. Kr$1Ja. How then in books (is the present time 
possible) where (the story) seems a mere superfluous excrescence, as 
an artificial stringing together of words? (sabda grantha ga44a 
matram 5.1. sabda gatf,umatram) For they also express success or 
prosperity from birth up to final destruction and make clear matters 
comprehensible by reason. And for this reason they are seen mixed 
together as being. 

36.19 kecit karrzsabhakta bhavanti kecid vasudevabhakta/:t I varJJanya
tvarrz khalv api pu$yanti I kecid raktamukha bhavanti kecit 
kalamukha/:t I traikalyarrz khalv api loke lak$yate I gaccha 
hanyate karrzsa/:t I gaccha ghani$yate karrzsa/:t I kirrz gatena 
hata/:t karrzsa iti II 

Some are devotees of Kansa some devotees of Vasudeva (Kr$1Ja). 
Also they display changes of colour indeed. Some having black faces, 
some having red faces. The 'Three times' (past present and future 
tenses) indeed are also indicated in the world. "Go, Kansa is slain" 
(present); "Go, Kansa will be slain" (future); "What point in going, 
Kansa was slain" (Past). 

iti srrbhagavatpatafijaliviracite vyakara1Jamahabha$ye 
tritryasyadhyayasya prathame pade dvitryam ahnikam II 

Here ends the second Ahnika in the first pada of the third adhyaya in 
the Vyakara7Ja Mahabha$ya composed by the blessed Lord Patafijali. 
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Notes on MahiiBh{4ya on PiiQini 3.1.26 

Viirttika Summary 
In the first varttika Katyayana explains the purpose of the seventh case in 
'hetumati' as for understanding the meaning of the pratyaya JJ-ic just 'in 
the sense of having a cause just as 3.1.76 says 'snu acts after dhatu tak$ 'in 
the sense of paring ... ' 

The second varttika states that hetu is known to be in the sense of 
mere efficient cause because of the way it is used in connection with 
bhilcya etc. However, the next, sub-varttika states the exception that JJ-ic 
does not act in this sense after kr$i etc. The third varttika expresses why, 
there is not arising of JJ-ic after kr# etc. because of their having a variety of 
verbal activities connected with them. 

The sub-varttika having stated there is no interchange of pada in the 
case of yaj etc. in the fourth varttika he explains the reason is because they 
have a variety of verbal activities connected with them. 

The fifth gives an additional sense of JJ-ic after sutra etc. in the sense 
of making or doing that. In the sixth, not only another sense is given 'that 
of he relates that' when JJ-ic acts after a story ending in a krt, but that is luk 
and the word restored to its original form and case relationship. 

The seventh is a prohibition of JJ-ic in that sense after the word 
akhyana. However, the eighth ordains JJ-ic when the purpose of telling the 
story is for visualising something. 

The ninth varttika ordains JJ-ic when expressing a continuous period 
of time up to a specific limit and lopa of an. The tenth says JJ-iC acts when 
there is surprise at reaching somewhere. 

In the eleventh we learn that JJ-ic acts in the sense of knowledge of the 
conjunction of an asterism. 

Or else the twelfth states JJ-ic is taught in the sense of cause in general. 
The thirteenth shows that even if it is stated, one is not the prompter 
because actually the prompter is an independent one, this is in fact a 
statement of one in truth free from doubt. The fourteenth says, in both 
cases the inclination to do something is irrespective of anything. 
Finally in the fifteenth he says this is equivalent to saying hetu is prompter 
of one who does something. 

Bh{4ya Summary 
Patafijali introduces the first varttika by distinguishing the two possible 
meanings of hetumati; one 'when the sense of having a cause is to be 
expressed,' by the pratyaya; the other based on interpreting seventh case 
in the sense of 'with regard to'. (JJ-ic acts after that dhatu/prakrti which 
occurs 'with regard to having a cause'). 

Having explained the meaning of the first varttika, he deals with the 
problem of using 3.1.76 to explain the meaning of seventh case in 
hetumati, that this implies a qualification of the meaning of prakrti. 
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Even if the qualification of prakrti may be implied, the point is vic 
will not be applicable if the meaning has already been expressed by the 
prakrti, as ukta/:t karoti. The problem of la having to express two agents 
does not occur if vic qualifies the pratyaya, because la expresses principal 
agent and third case subordinate agent, as pacayatyodanarn devadatto 
yajiiadattena. Here in fact karman does not obtain by 1.4.52 because that 
sutra restricts its scope to the elements mentioned, thus excluding pac etc. 
Next he points out in relation to 2.3.12 the impelling does not require vic, 
therefore not preventing the choice of second and fourth case, because the 
impelling is distinguished by a karaka, as gramarn gramaya gaccha. 
Similarly the objection is that sixth case would not apply as desired by 
2.3.35 for edhodaka, but in fact it is the object of kr and not of kari, which 
contains the non-causative form within itself, as it were. Again in relation 
to bhedika etc. the purpose of mentioning krt in 2.3.65 was so that sixth 
case is applicable even when an agent in a former time is denoted. Lastly 
in relation to 8.3.65 a change of s to sis not prevented because the action 
is urged on after the change caused by the upasarga has taken place in the 
non-causal state. 

Pataiijali now turns to the meaning of pac etc. and concludes it is not 
only the softening of the grains, but that impelling or asking form part of 
the meaning pilei. The sense of hetumat is 'He whose agent is the cause'. 

On the second varttika he provides the sentences to illustrate and 
raises the central issue how bhiksa etc. without consciousness can impel 
etc. However, just as one sitting silently may impel action by his mere 
presence so we say bhik$a or kariso 'gni/:t may be said to impel. 

Turning to why the imperative does not require vic, he points out this 
is because the one commanding is not the agent, for that is expressed by 
lot pratyaya. Ordering etc. already being expressed by lot vic only applies 
to express a second impelled agent. 

On the sub-varttika he explains there is absence of vic exceptionally 
in spite of the implication that 'He ploughs' means 'He causes 
ploughing ... '. The fourth varttika having provided the reason for the 
krs-yadi exceptions being there, (having a variety of meanings), Pataiijali 
states another meaning of krsi is 'the managing activities associated with 
ploughing'. 

On the same pattern the next sub-varttika states the fact that there is 
no interchange of pada for yaj etc., Pataiijali giving the necessary 
example. The fourth varttika then provides the reason, again because of 
the variety of activities associated with yaj etc. So Pataiijali points out yaj 
can also mean renunciation or abandoning. 

The bhtl$ya on the fifth varttika explains how when the vakya 
requires sixth case for vyakaravasya etc. but with vic second case. This is 
because there is first samarthyam between kr expressed by vic and 
vyakara~JQ. 

On the sixth varttika he simply provides the explanatory example. 
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The bhasya on varttika seven having explained with the example, extends 
TJ,ic after all narrations of action not just names of tales. 

The bhasya on the eighth apart from explaining that krt luk etc. occur 
here too, implies that the visualising evoked in the listener of deer etc., 
only requires TJ,ic when what is described is beyond the ordinary range of 
sight. Still in the context of tales and krt luk etc., Patafijali simply gives 
the two possible sentences. 

In order to express amazement TJ,ic and the same krt luk etc. occur, as 
expressed by the tenth varttika and bhtisya. Again on the eleventh, 
Patafijali simply adds that krt luk etc. occur and provides the examples 
showing knowledge of conjunction of an asterism. 

The bhasya on the twelfth varttika, to illustrate what is meant by 
causal in general, says that "the cause in Devadatta is not different to that 
in the sun; but no-one 'prompts the sun', surely?" The rejoinder on the 
thirteenth is that the prompters are similar, for the inclination to proceed 
for their own welfare applies irrespectively. Patafijali develops this 
discussion on the fourteenth varttika illustrating how students, servants, 
artisans etc., though they serve, all act for the sake of their own welfare. If 
so then each is intent on its own purpose, Patafijali says on the fifteenth. 
So in the example of one setting out from Ujjayinr he apparently causes 
the sun to arise at Mahismatr. 

Patafijali turns to the problem of time in the telling of stories etc., in 
plays, pictures or books. How is the present time possible? In fact all three 
times are depicted as well as all colours etc. All matters are made 
comprehensible by reason. 

Kaiyata's Pradzpa: on hetumati ca 3.1.26, BhiiSJa 31.6. 
krtrimasya paribhasikasya prayojakasyeha hetor grahaTJ,am/ 

This here is a mention of hetu in an artificial and technical (sense) 
'prompter of the action' (not the ordaining in ordinary popular sense as in 
the satra tatprayojake hetus ca 1.4.55'). 

tadzyo vyaparal:t presaTJ,adhyesaTJ,a tatsamarthacaraTJ,alak$aTJ,o hetu
man iha grhyate/ 

The word hetuman here is understood as such an activity which is 
characterised by sending, directing or commanding (presaTJ,a) solicitation, 
asking for instruction (adhyesaTJ,a) or expressing the capacity/ability (tat 
samarthacaraTJ,a). 

na tu sakalakarakasadhyapakadyapeksal:t prayojakasya hetuvyapa
deso na tu tadarthavantarasvasadhyapresaTJ,adyapeksal:tl 

Surely the designation hetu is for the prompter of the action with regard to 
the causing of cooking etc. to be accomplished by all the karakas, but not 
with regard to the action of directing to be accomplished by itself 
intermediate to that purpose (of cooking etc.). 

Pra.: cont. yatha kasthasya pakiipeksam karaTJ,atvam na tu jvalana
peksaml 

As the instrumentality of wood has regard to the cooking, but not with 
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regard to the flaming of it. 
tadapek$antu kartrtvam eva/ tatas ca pakiider eva hetumadvyapa
deso yukto na tu pre$aQiidef:z/ nai$a do$a/:z/ 

But with regard to that (flaming) there is only agentship and thence for 
cooking etc. only the designation hetumat (having a cause) is appropriate 
not for directing sending etc. This is no fault. 

vicprakrtya dhatunaiva tasyarthasya praki:isitatvat prayojanabhavtlt 
tatraivarthe viconutpiidat/ 

Due to its meaning being manifested by the dhatu along with the base by 
vic, and due to the absence of cause there (and) from non-producing of vic 
in that meaning. 

Pra.: prayojyo 'pi hetumacchabdena na grhyate tasya dravyatvat 
vicas ca svabhavataf:z karavadhikiid va kriyavacitvat/ tasmat pari
Se$)lt1tpakadyartho yaf:z pre$aviidilak$avo labdhapakiidyapek$ahetu
vyapadesahetutvopalak$itaprayojakasadhyo vyaparaf:z sa eva 
grhyate/ 

That to be used or communicated is also not understood by the word 
hetumat, because of its substantial nature. And from the nature of vic 
being within the province of the governing word karQ~Ja and from its 
nature of expressing verbal activity. As a consequence of that meaning of 
paka and the rest, which is characterised by directing or sending etc., that 
alone is understood as the activity which is to be accomplished by the 
prompter/ impeller, characterised by the nature of cause (with the 
designation hetu) having regard to the acquired action of cooking etc. 

Pra. on 31.7 kat ham iti/ 
yada pacatr:ty ukte prayojyasiidhya eva vyaptiro gamyate/ na prayojaka
sadhyo 'pi tada pratyayarthasya karavadhiki:iropasthtipitasya karavasya 
vise$a1Jam hetumatrti sampadyate/ tada tv an ekarthatvad dhatuntilfl 
tiidarthyad vadhisrayavadivat/ prayojakavyaparo 'pi paciidivacyo bhavati 
yatha paficabhir halaif:z kr$at'iti tada prakrtivise$a1;tapak$o bhavati/ tada tu 
vicpratyayo dyotakaf:z sampadyata iti ak$advayasya sa1]1.bhaviid do$a
darfanac ca prasnaf:z/ 
When it is stated 'He cooks', only the activity which has to be 
commissioned to be accomplished has not even a purpose to be 
accomplished, then hetumati is produced as a qualification of the cause 
(sense of making); which has been caused to stand beside the governing 
rule as 'karaka' for the meaning of the pratyaya (!Jic). But when due to the 
many meanings of dhatus or having that same meaning, then even the 
mention of the prompter like that of putting (fuel) on the fire etc. is to be 
expressed by dhatu pac etc. Just as 'He ploughs with five ploughs' (means 
he causes five teams to plough) then is applicable the view that hetumati is 
a qualification of the base. But then Qic pratyaya is (only) illuminating 
meaning. Thus the question arises from this possibility and from 
perception of a fault. 
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Pra. on 31.13 hetumata iti 
hetumadarthabhidhayina ity artha/:z/ 
"The meaning is 'expressing' (karaka relationship)." 

Pra: karakopadanam iti/ mentioning of karaka 
karakaSabdena pratyayartha ucyate sa hi pratyayarrz karoti nispadayati/ 
By the word karaka is expressed the meaning of the pratyaya (IJic). For 
that makes the pratyaya (meaningful) or brings about or accomplishes its 
function of being instrumental in accomplishing the action as directing etc. 

Pra. on 31.13 pratyayartha itil 
"The meaning of the pratyaya (IJic)." 

pratyayasyarthal:z prayojanarrz sa susthu parigrhrta/:z paripilr!JO bhavati, 
vacakatvat pratyayasya/ prakrtivisesaiJe tu pratyayasyanuvadakatvad 
dyotakatvat prayojanam aparipilTIJarrt syad ity artha/:z/ atha 
vartho 'bhidheyam ucyate sa canvayavyatirekasrayavyavasthatvad 
presaiJadi/:z pratyayasyaiva na prakrter iti susthu parigrhrto vyavasthapito 
bhavatil 
The meaning of the pratyaya is cause; that is well grasped and 
accomplished (perfect, a whole) because of the pratyayas expressing (the 
primary meaning directly). The meaning is that 'however when it, 
hetumati, is a qualification of the prakrti (base), because of its (merely 
corroborative nature) illuminating or making clear (the meaning of the 
base, the cause would not be accomplished'. Or else the meaning is said to 
be that expressed, and that through the nature of resorting to the method of 
agreement and difference, directing etc. is firmly established as the 
meaning of the pratyaya alone and not of the prakrti (base). 

Pra. on 31.15 yatha tanukaraiJa iti 
As for example, snu acts after dhatu taks in the sense of making thin, 
paring. 

yada vikaralJlirtha/:z kartradaya iti paksas tada tanakara7Jasabdena 
kartabhidhryate tada sadharmyeiJa drstanta/:z/ yada tu sarvadhatukartha/:t 
kartradaya iti paksas tada vaidharmyel)a drstanta iti vyakhyanaml yatha 
tanakaraiJarrz prakrtyartho na tatha hetumad vyapara ity artha/:z/ 
When the point of view is that 'the meaning of the vikaraiJa pratyaya is 
agent etc.', then by the word tanakaraiJa the agent is designated ('what 
makes attenuated or pares'), then that is an example by (the method of) 
sameness of nature/homogeneousness. However, when the view is that the 
sarvadhatuka pratyayas have the meaning of agent etc., then the example 
is by (the method of) difference or heterogeneity. This is the exposition 
(here). As tanakaraiJa is the meaning of the base, not so is the activity 
having a causelhetumat (the meaning of the base). This is the meaning. 

Pra. on 31.15 paras tu sadharmyeiJa drstantarrz sarvadhatukatval'(l ca 
kartadrnarrz manyamana aha - yadrtil 
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However, further thinking on the example by similarity and the 
sarvadhatuka nature of the agent and the rest he says, 'If then like 
that this is qualification of the meaning of the prakrti base ... 

Pra. on 31.15 astv iti/ 
"Let it be (qualification of the prakrtilbase)." 

vinapi "(tica paficabhir halai/:z kr.yati iti prayojakavyaparavagamat 
prakrtyarthatvarrz hetumata upapadyate/ pacatityadau dyotako 1;tij nastrti 
tadapratipattir iti bhaval:z/ 
The sense is, even without "(tic from the understanding of the activity of 
prompter/causer (in the example) 'He ploughs with five ploughs', it is 
possible for hetumat to be the meaning of the prakrti. However, the fact 
that "in the case of pacati 'He cooks' etc. there is (not applicable) "(lie as 
(merely) illuminating (the meaning of the base)" it is not ascertained or 
understood. 

2.31.13 Vti 0 1 yatha tanakara"(le talcyal:z/ 
There is some doubt as to whether it means 'like tanakaraQa' or 
'unlike tanakaraQa'. See note on Pradipa. 

2.31.18 Pradipa on ukta/:z karotiti/ 
"(Qualification of prakrti - here Qic obtains) 'He who was told, 
does ... '." 

2.31.19 svaJabdenoktatvat/ 
'because already expressed by the word itself 

c.f. uktarthanam aprayoga/:z 
'There is non-employment of these words already expressed' Vyadi Pari. 
51. 

31.20 yatretil 
"Where (there is no understanding of the meaning without the 
word)." 

Pra.: yasyarthasya dyotanaya t;ij vidhryate sa yadasabdantaravagato 
bhavati tada prayojanabhavaQ Qij na bhavatity artha/:z/ 
The meaning is "that for illuminating whose meaning Qic is ordained when 
another word is understood (which is vacaka - Nagesa) then due to the 
absence of cause Qic is not applicable." 

31.22 ubhayor itil 
"expression of both agents (by the la tense pratyaya becomes 
wrongly applicable)." 

Pra.: dhlituvacyasya vyaparasya kartari lakareQotpattavyaml yada ca 
pacina dvayor api prayojyaprayojakayor vyaparo 'bhidhryate Qic
pratyayal:z kevale svarthikatvlit prayojakavyaparasya dyotakas tada 
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dhatuvacyavyaparasamyat kartror api samyam iti dvayor apy abhidhanarrz 
syat tata/:t pacayato devadattayajfiadattav iti prasajyetety artha/:tl 
When agent of the activity to be expressed by the dhatu, is to be 
mentioned (produced) by the Ia (tense pratyaya), and when the activity of 
the two, both cause/prompt and that to be caused/prompted is expressed by 
dhatu pac; because of the svarthika nature (expressing the meaning of its 
base) when on its own, 1Jic pratyaya is the (mere) illuminator of the 
activity of the prompter/causer; then because of the similarity of the action 
to be expressed by the dhatu directly, there is also similarity for the two 
agents. Thus there would be designation even for both. The meaning is 
that 'the form pacayate-Devadatta-Yajfiadattau (Devadatta and 
Yajfiadatta both cause to cook) would be wrongly applicable. 

2.31.22 kartror lenabhidanarrz prapnotil 
expression of both agents obtains (though undesired) by la. 

la is replaced by tin vibhakti pratyayalverbal ending 
lasya 3.4.77 tip tas jhi ... mahin 3.4.78 
Here the ti of pacati 
By la/:t karmaiJi ca bhave cakarmakebhya/:tl 3.4.69 
"The ten tenses or mood pratyayas called la act in denoting karman/object 
and kartrlagent and after intransitive dhatus denote bhava/abstract notion 
of the dhatu and kartr (agent)." 

31.23 pradhanakarteti/ 
''The principal agent (is expressed by the la (tense pratyaya))." 

Pra.: prakrtyarthopasarjanatvi11J 1Jyarthasya pradhanyattasya kartapi 
pradhanam iti bhava/:tl 

The sense is because of the meaning of the prakrti being subordinate (and) 
the principal nature of the meaning of 1Ji its agent is also principal. 

31.24 gamita iti/ 
Yajfiadatta caused Devadatta to go to the village. 

Pra.: prayojakavyaparasya gamivacyatvat tasya kartari prayojake kta/:t 
prapnotrty artha/:tl prayojyasya tu karmatvat tatraiva kta i$Jate/ taduktam 
apradhane duhadrnarrz kartus ca karma!JQ iti/ 1.4.51, 1.335.15-16 
The meaning is, because of the activity of the prompter having it nature to 
be expressed by dhatu gam, kta pratyaya obtains in the sense of its agent, 
as prompter/causer. However, because of the nature karmanlobject 
pertains to that to be prompted/caused, there in fact kta is desired. That 
was stated (by Bhi1$Ja on 1.4.51) when 'it should be stated la and the rest 
are applicable in the sense of subordinate object of du/:t (to milk) etc. 
(sloka varttika) (and further connection with 1Ji causative stem la etc. are 
expressers of the karmanlobject (which was) the kartrlagent.' (on 
akathitam ca 1.4.61) 
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2.31.24 kartarTty eva trtfyal 
'Third case alone is employed in the sense of agent.' 

by kartrkara"(l.ayos trtrya 2.4.3.18 
'In denoting agent (svatantra/:t karta 1.4.54) or instrument (sadhakatamarrt 
kara"(l.am 1.4.42) when not otherwise expressed (by the verb ending) 
'anabhihite' 4.3.1 the third vibhakti pratyaya/case is employed.' 

2.31.25 avyatirikta gatyartha/:tl 
Not separated from the (causative) meaning 'made to go', obtains in 
the sense of the agent. 

i.e. gam+ "(l.ic which is the base of gamita does contain 'gam' which is not 
different from or separate from gam + "(l.ic. 

2.31.25 kartari kata/:t kartari prapnotil 
gatyartha akarmakoSli$afritstha satasajanarahajrryatibhyas ca 
3.4.72 
"The pratyaya kta acts in denoting the agent, act and object after 
verbs of motion, after intransitive dhatus and after the dhatus 
implying stha (stand), as (sit), vas (dwell), jan (be born), ruh (mount), 
and jt (grow old);" but in fact by 

31.25 gatibuddhipratyavasanarthasabdakarmakarmakanam a"(l.ikarta 
sa"(l.au/ 1.4.52 

"For dhatus having the sense of motion, knowledge or information 
and eating, and for those that have a literary work as object and for 
intransitive dhatus that which was agent in the non-causal state is 
called karman in the causative state when followed by "(l.i." 

2.32.3 tasminn Tpsa/ 
'He has a desire related to him' 

karturrpsitatamarrt karma/ 1.4.49 
"That which is most desired to be obtained for the benefit of the agent, is 
the karman/object in relation to the action." 

2.32.4 dvitryacaturthyau na prapnuta/:tl 
The second and fourth cases do not obtain. 

Pradrpa: The sense is that both the village and the one prompted are 
karmanlobject of that dhatu having the vi/causative meaning. 
Pra.: $Q${hT na prapnotil 
The sense is because of the meaning of "(l.i!causative having or expressing 
the nature of karman. However, it is because of resorting to kr there is 
augment su-t even when the pratyaya "(l.i has arisen and because of the 
proximity of its form, sixth case is established; for that has not impelled or 
caused to move. 
Pra: kartrkarmavol:t krti 2.3.65 
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"The sixth case pratyaya acts after a word in denoting the agent and the 
object when used along with a krt ( krd-atin 3.1.93) pratyaya." 

2.32.22 c.f. bhavakarmano/:t Si. 2679 
dvikarmanam prayojyakarma1)yanye!fam 1J.yantanam ladayo mata/:tl 
"For other causative dhatus with two objects the Ia etc. (tense 
pratyayas) are added in relation to the prayojya or 'subordinate' 
object. 

See Bha!iJa p. 153.2 prakrtivise!ja1J,apak!je yatha prakrtyabhihite pra
yojakavyapare 1J.ijbhavaty evam uktapre!jitadisabdabhihite 'pi 
prapnoti hetumadvise!jalJ,atvat karoty arthasya/ pratyayartham 
vise!ja1Japak!fe taktarthatvt11J 1J.ijbhava/:tl 
As the view of the hetumat as qualification of prakrti (base), 1JiC is 
applicable when the sense of the activity of prompter is expressed 
by the prakrti. So when it has already been expressed by the word 
pre!jita (impelled) etc. it obtains because of karoti' s meaming as a 
qualification of having a cause/hetumat. However, when the view 
is that hetumat is a qualification of the meaning of the pratyaya, 
because the meaning has already been expressed, there is absence 
of 1J.ic. 

Pra. on 31.26 vyatibhedayanta iti/ 
'They are bursting forth together on each other simultaneously.' 

prayojakavyaparasya vyatrharo na tu prayojyavyaparasyeti dra!ftavyam/ 
Whether it is true, it should be seen (in usage), that the reciprocity is of the 
activity of the prompters but not of the activity of those prompted. 

Pra. on 32.3 bhavati hrti/ 
1J,yarthasya pradhanyat tadvyapare1)evrpsitatamatvat prayojyasyety artha/:t 
prakrtyarthavise!ja1J.etve tu dvayor api prayojyaprayojakavyaparayor 
ekadhatu vacyatvad dhatuvacyavyaparapelcyaya dvayor api kartrtval 
lenabhidhanam prapnotrti do!ja ukta/:tl 
The meaning is: "Because of the meaning of 1J.i being principal by reason 
of its activity (and) because of that prompted having the nature of being 
that most desired to be obtained (by the agent). However, when there is 
the application of the qualification of the meaning of prakrti (by hetumati) 
because of the nature of the two, namely the activity of the prompted and 
the prompter, having to be expressed by one dhatu, and because of the 
nature of agent also (being) for both with regard to the activity to be 
expected by the dhatu, a fault is stated, namely that designation by Ia (a 
tense pratyaya) obtains." 
32.5 gramam gamayatrtil 
'He causes (him) to go to the village.' 
Pra: 1J.yarthasyaiva grama/:t prayojyas ca karmeti bhava/:t 
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The village pertains in fact to that having the meaning of ~Ji (because of 
being principal etc. Nagesa) and that to be prompted is the karman/object. 

Pra. on 32.6 sasthr na prapnotrti/ 
'The sixth case does no obtain (although desired).' 

l;lyarthasya karmatviid iti bhavaf:t sut tu karotidhatvasrayatvtll;l l;lijutpattav 
api tadrarapasannidhanat sidhyaty eveti tannacudat/ 
The sense is, because of the meaning of ~Ji having . the nature of karman/ 
object. However, an augment sut because of resort to (dependence) on the 
dhatu kr, even when ~;lie arises, due to its proximity to that, in fact is 
established as valid. (Thus it did not impel or cause to move.) 

32.7 prayojye kartari itil 
"(Sixth case does not obtain) in the sense of agent to be prompted or 
compelled." 

Pra.: tasya pradhanyiid iti bhava/:tl 
The sense is because of its not being principal kartrkaral)ayos trtrya 
2.3.18 (anabhihite) would be applicable. 
abhisavayatrtil He causes him to press out (the soma). 
Pra.: 1J,yarthasyopasargo visesaka iti bhavaf:t/ The sense is that the 
upasarga is a (qualifying) attribute of the meaning of 1Ji. 

32.11 etesam eveti/ 
"For these (dhatus) alone (not ending in 1Ji that which is agent in the 
non-causal state has karman applicable in the causal when 1J,i 
follows)." 

Pra.: l;lyarthaysa priidhanyat tenepsitatamasya prayojyasya siddha karma
saf{ljiia/ na ca svavyaparapeksaya svatantryat paratvat kartrsaf{ljiia prap
notrti yuktaf{l vaktum/ prayojyaparasya priidhanyat pradhana pradhana
vyaparasaf{lnidhau ca pradhananimittasya karyasya yuktatvat/ niyamena 
tu pradhanaprayuktakaryavyavrttau gul)animittakaryasadbhavat kartr
tvaf{l bhavaty eva taduktaf{l hari1J,a/ gul;lakriyayal'fl svatantryat presa1Je 
karmattll'fl gata/:tl niyamat karmasaf{ljiiaya/:t svadharmel)abhidhryate/1 iti 
3.7.127 
"The technical name karman is established as valid for that prompted 

which is most desired to be obtained; therefore because of the meaning of 
l)ic being principal. And further it is not proper to say that the technical 
name agent obtains, because of 'independence' being subsequent with 
regard to its own activity." 
... Because of the activity of that to be prompted being non-principal and 
because of the non-suitability of the effect as cause of the principal in 
presence of the activity of the principal and the non-principal. However, 
when by a restriction there is turning away from the principal used 
operation and because of the existence of an operation which is a 
subordinate cause, agentship is in fact applicable (i.e. valid)." 
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That was stated by Bhartrhari: ''The agent who becomes the object of 
the act of prompting is called by his own characteristic (agent), because he 
retains his independence with regard to his own minor or subordinate 
action and also because of the restriction of the name (karman) (to special 
cases)." 

32.13 nasav iti/ 
"That (person) is not (impelled by saying go to the village)." 

Pra.: gramab prakrtyarthasya karma na tu lJ,yarthasyety arthabl 
The meaning is that village is the objectlkarman of the meaning of the 
prakrti but not of the meaning of 1J,i. 
Nagesa: This is essential by reason of the sakarmakaltransitive nature of 
the dhatu gam, because of it expecting a karman and because of the 
expectation of a karman for that having the meaning of lJ,i being quietened 
by reason of the object (being that) to be prompted. 

32.14 sadhanavisi${llm iti/ 
"(One impelled to do an action) which is distinguished by a karaka." 

Pra.: grama karmikam gamanakriyam prayojya/:l pre$Jati - prapnoty 
arthabl 
The meaning is that 'That one to be prompted impels the action of going 
to the village, which it has as its object' obtains. 

Pra. on 32.14 sa ca preSJate prapyate/ 
And that is obtained as 'one is impelled': 

Nagesa questions Kaiyata's interpretation. 

Pra. on 32.19 kartrbhataparvamatreprtil 
"So that sixth case be applicable even when an agent only in former 
time (is to be denoted)." 

pradhanacare 'pi kartar"ity arthabl 
The meaning is even when formerly he was principal agent. 
Nagefa: "Kaiyata says this because the nature of former time is not a 
possibility." 
32.21 sunu abhrti/ 

"(Change of$ for s does not obtain) when abhi is to join with dhatu 
su-nu." 

Pra.: na prayojyavyaparasyabhimukhyam abhisabdena dyotyate api tu 
prayojya vyaparasyaivety arthabl 
The meaning is that 'by the word abhi is not illuminated the presence of 
the action of the prompter but rather of the activity of that to be prompted 
only'. 

32.23 yuktam punar itil 
"It is proper to again to (consider the matter)." 
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Pra.: sandeha eva vicaranimittal'fl nopapadyate/ anvayavyatirekabhytil'fl 
bhayodarsanavi$ayabhya1'fl pratyayarthavise$ar;apalcyasyaivopapanna
tvad iti bhava/:11 
The sense is that, doubt alone as the cause of deliberation is not proper, 
because of the nature of the view of hetumati as qualification of the 
meaning of the pratyaya (obtained through the method of 'similarity and 
difference' (anvaya and vyatireka) having as its object of realization of 
truth seeing more). 

32.25 yasav iti/ 
"That (activity) which (softens grains of rice)." 

tadarthatvat karakagramasya tadanantarac ca phalotpadad iti bhava/:tl 
taduktal'fl hari~,ta - antantaral'fl phalal'fl yasya/:t kalpate ttil'fl kriylil'fl vidu/:tl 
pradhanabhattil'fl tadarthyad anytisi'il'fl tu tadakhyata/1 iti Vakyapadrya 
3.8.15 tatra yathadhisraya~,tadayas tadarthyat pacivacyas tatha 
pre$a~,tadir api dyotakas tu ~,tij apelcyyate ity artha/:11 na ca kara~,tam api 
tadarthyat pacyabhidheyatvaprayangas te$tim akriyarapatvad dhatos ca 
kriyavacitvat/ viklittis ca 'tra phalanantaravyaparopala/cya~,tam i$taka/:t 
pacant!tyadau tasya 'sal'flbhavad ity ahu/:11 
The sense is because of village as karaka having that purpose and 
immediately after that because of producing the fruit/result. That was 
stated by Bhartrhari (quoted also on 3.1.22 Va. 1). "That moment 
immediately after which the result is produced, they know to be the 
principal or primary action, the others are so called because they have that 
purpose (of producing the result)." The meaning there is that just as 
because of activities 'putting on the fire' etc. having that purpose (of 
cooking etc.) are thus to be expressed by the dhatu pac, similarly, the 
activities of impelling etc. also are (merely) illuminating (i.e. secondary) 
with respect to the ~,tic. Nor is there the possibility of the karaka having the 
meaning of the dhatu pac, due to being intended for not having that 
meaning, [both] because of their not having the nature of verbs and 
because of dhatus expressing verbal activity. Here softening (ofthe rice) is 
a synecdoche for the result immediately following. They say this because 
of the impossibility of such statements as 'the bricks cook' etc." 

Pra. on 32.25 pacyartha/:t syad iti/ 
"May (all) be part of the meaning of pac." 

sal'flbhavane lin/ sal'flbhavyate pacyarthatval'fl pre$al,tiide/:tl ata eva 
sal'flsayad vicaryal'fl pratyayarthavise$a~,tapa/cyo bhti$Yakara~,te sthapita/:t 
taddo$i'il.li'i1'fl parihrtatvat palcyantare do$lif.li'i1'fl capariharatl athava 
prakrtyarthavise$ar;apalcyo 'pi sthapita/:t, tatpalcyabhavintil'fl do$i'il.lli1'fl 
supariharatvatl tatha hi yaduktal'fl dvayo/:t kartror lenabhidhanal'fl prap
notfti nayal'fl do$a/:t prakrtya prayojyavyaparopasarjanasya prayojaka
vyaparasyabhidhanat tasyaiva ~,tica dyotanat pradhana eva kartari lo 
bhavi$yati napradhane ~,tica ca dyotakena pradhanabhatagatyarthatval'fl 
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niivartitam gamanarilpasya pradhanasyarthasyabhidhanad iti vyanttlt 
prayojakakartari lasyanutpatti})l vyatibhedayanta ity atrapi himsana
lak$aval:t pradhanam dhatvartho na tu himsarapa ity atmane pada
ni$edhabhava}) 
'Lin (optative) in the sense of supposition/assumed. It is (thought) possible 
for impelling etc. to be part of the meaning of pac-i.' Due to doubt, having 
considered (finally) the view of hetumati as a qualification of the pratyaya, 
it is settled/established by the BhllfYakara, because of its faults being 
refuted and the faults of the other view not being refuted. Or else the view 
that (hetumati) is a qualification of the prakrti is also established, because 
of the faults attached to that view being well refuted. For so what was said, 
'designation by la (tense pratyaya) obtains for both agents'. (This) is not a 
fault, because of the designation of the activity of the prompter of the 
subordinate activity of that to be prompted; due to its alone illuminating 
(meaning) together with vic, Ia will be applicable in relation to the 
principal agent alone, not to the non-principal, and prevented from having 
the meaning to go, when formerly principal (agent) with vic as illuminator, 
and expressing the meaning of principal as movement. Thus after that 
ending in a 1Ji there is not arising of Ia in the sense of causative agent. 
'Vyati bhedayante' - here too the meaning of the dhatu is principal, 
suggesting hurting but not as its nature, there being absence of prohibition 
of atmanepada. 

2.32.27 atheti/ 
"Now (what is the meaning of matup)?" 

Kaiyata: Although the meaning of sixth case and of seventh case is known 
with nature of the meaning of matup, still when there (is the characteristic 
of having) many meanings for the word hetu, due to not knowing 
(perceiving) the meanings of hetu, a question arises because of matup 
which is characteristic of that (hetu) so is this also not perceived/known. 
But that exists in the sphere of hetu only because of (its) meaning. 

32.27 ko hetur iti/ 
What is hetu? 

What cause is the prompter? Now (it is stated as) mere efficient or 
instrumental cause. 

32.24 hetu kartetil 
'The sense is that hetu is the prompter.' 

33.5 nava§yam iti/ 
"It is not necessarily (the one who causes someone to stay by saying 
you may stay)." 

The meaning is 'the activity of the prompter is also the exercise of 
capacities and because of the dependence on the existence of that for the 
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accomplishment of the (success of) the action by the one prompted. 

33.9 prcchatu ma bhavan/ 
'Ask me a question, Sir,' 

The questioner is the impeller, the prompter of the one to be prompted or 
commissioned. The question is why is not t;ic applicable in the sense of 
this activity? There is the possibility of alternatively lot or t;ic, because of 
having a single sphere (of application). 

33.10 akartrtvat/ 
(!Yic is not applicable because of the one commanding) not being the 
agent. 

The meaning is 'Hetu is said to be the prompter of the agent, the 
independent one (who has the system within himself). And the one to be 
prompted here is not the agent, so the prompter does not receive the 
technical name hetu.' 

33.10 tU$t;lm itil 
"(He remains) silent." 

The meaning is because of being devoid of activity/actionless, he does not 
even have the nature of being karaka (in relation to the action), whence 
agentship which is a (mere) special form or (qualification) of that 
agentship, is in fact being mentioned or understood/held for that, as 'be 
thou the agent of the action of questioning!' Similarly, 'be thou king (and) 
fight!' thus kingship is ordained. However, he who is agent (having one) 
to be prompted, (whose) action has begun or is a possible action, for that 
prompter who is hetu, there is no t;ic applicable. 
ki11'l ca bho iti/ 
"And, Sir, (should he only be agent at the present time)?" 
Another having thought 'By this one only, agentship for action of the 
present time was expressed." 
He (then) impels ... 

2.33.12 abhisa17lbandha itil 
A connection is made there. 

He did this action. The meaning is the connection of the agent of the 
action of the past and future is established in past and future. 

33.15 atha katham iti/ 
"Now the how, (when this one is not asking a question, does prach 
operate)?" 

i.e. due to the impossibility of using the word when the meaning is not 
present. 

33.15 abhisa17lbandha itil 
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"A connection (is made there. Do this action.)?" 
The sense is that it is through the use of the word, even when the meaning 
remains in the mind, (the action) not existing outside. 

33.17 na ca karteti/ 
"And thus the Agent is not (expressed)." 

Because of the very nature of being ordained 
Bhartrhari 
dravyamatrasya tu prai$e prcchader lo4 vidhryatel 

That was stated by 

sakriyasya prayogas tu yada sa vi$ayo l)ical;t/1 3.7.126 
"The imperative (lot) is ordained after dhatus like prcch, when just the 
object is prompted. When the already active object is prompted, it comes 
within the sphere of l)ic (causative pratyaya)." 

33.17 athapi/ 
"Now even if (somehow there be an agent, there is no fault)." 

The sense is 'Even by assenting to the weak position, the rejection of l)ic 
is expressed ... ' 

33.18 lotoktatvad iti/ 
"because already expressed by lot." 

From the point of view of a single sphere (of application) for t;lic and for 
lot etc. when lot arises, then because of being expressed by that alone, the 
l)ic for (expressing) impelling will not be applicable. 

Bha. (prai$asya) 
Pra. on 33.19 prai$atisargapraptakale$U krtyas cal 3.3.163 

"Krtya pratyayas and lot (imperative) act after dhatus in the sense of 
l)ic direction granting permission and proper time (particular time)." 
"(By one sitting) in a deserted place it is said ... " 

He shows the man's incapability in respect of ploughing. 

33.21 ta$1)'im asrna iti/ 
'Sitting silently' 

Expressing the absence of activity. Some one, due to exceeding strength 
might plough with five ploughs or alternatively to deny that (possibility) it 
was stated, 'seated silently in a deserted place'. In that context from 
understanding that he causes ploughing of the ground by five others with 
ploughs, when l)ic is present kr$ati (without l)ic) does not obtain (though 
desired). The meaning is that, non-arising of l)ic has to be stated. 

33.25 pratividhane 'pi/ 
"It also (occurs) in the sense of disposing/managing (the activity)." 

The meaning is that, 'because many meanings of dhatus (it is specifically 
stated that l)ic) occurs in indicating the exercise of that capacity in the 
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sense of the activity of a prompter after the dhatu kr$ alone. There is 
absence of l)ic, because of its meaning being revealed by the dhatu alone 
together with its subordinate accompanying word. And following the 
options allowed by vibhasopapadena pratryamane 1.3 .77 'atmanepada 
pratyayas' optionally act, when the part of the action occurring to the 
agent is indicated by the upapada (subordinate accompanying word)'', 
there is absence of atmanepada. However, when the dhatu krs occurs in 
the sense of ploughing (in the causative form), then in fact the form is 'He 
causes ploughing with five ploughs' using ~J,ic only. 

33.19 prai$adisul 
c.f. prai$titisargapraptakale$U krtyas ca (lot} 3.3.163 
"The pratyayas called krtya and the pratyaya lot (imperative) act 
after dhatus in the sense of direction, granting permission and proper 
(particular time)." 

34.1 pra yajyadi$V itil 
"And in the case of yaj and the rest (no interchange of pada)." 

Due to the dhatu yaj' s nature of expressing a particular kind of throwing 
(of oblation), and because of the agentship of the priest in relation to the 
throwing, and because of the sacrificer's nature as prompting agent, there 
is a rule to avoid the possibility of ~J,ic ... 

34.3 nanakriya itil 
"Various verbal activities (comprise the meaning of yaj and the 
rest)." 

In that context by the resorting to the word tyaga (abandoning/donation) it 
is to be seen that whatever usage is different to that, is in the sense 
expressing throwing (of an oblation). 

34.10 iha vyakara~J,asyetil 
"Here (in the sentence) he composes a satra of grammar/body of 
rules." 

The word vyakaral)a occurs either in the sense of la/cyya sabdalword (to 
that indicated) or laksalJa ... (the collection of indications)/satra/rules. 
Thus sixth case is for the binding of the differences! 
See varttika 18 Pas. Paf. vyakaral)a (means) lak$Ja and lak$a1)a also va. 
14 satre vyakaral)e $a${hyarthe nopapadyate vyakara~J,asya satram/ 
Bhti$Ja: If vyakaral)a means satra (body of rules) then the meaning of the 
sixth case ending in vyakara~J,asya satram (the body of the rules of 
vyakara~J,a) cannot be justified. Because what other thing than satra could 
vyakarar;.a be that to which satra belongs? 
Kaiyata sasthyartha ... since both the words vyakarar;.a and satra stand for 
the A$tadhyayr there can be no vyatireka (genitive relation indicating 
separateness between them). But there is no contradiction in using them by 
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way of general and a particular word. 
samanyavife$afabdatayal 
When, however, the word vyakaraf)a occurs in the sense of satra (body of 
rules it is lak$af)a in fact, then sixth case is cause of designating a 
secondary thing as principal (i.e. satra as whole grammar). When there is 
the same case relationship vyakaraf)alfl satralfl karoti/ 'He makes a 
grammar satra', then just as mu1J4ayati maf)avakam 'He shaves the youth' 
is valid, so similarly 
vyakaraf)alfl satrayatil "That (connection of the words satra and 
vyakarar:za disappears)." 

34.11 yo sav iti/ 
In a sentence, by the word satra is expressed the form of the object 
(called) a satralaphorism. However, when f)ic arises, because of going 
beyond the state of substantive it is possible for the word satra to be 
expressing the meaning of karotilto make. That was stated 'a complex 
formation (involves) designation of the meaning of another word'. And 
this was expressed by resort to the distinction coming from etymological 
formation. However, in reality, different from a dhatu, satra is a special 
kind of verbal noun, expressing verbal activity. 

34.14 akhyanad itil 
"After (a word expressing the name of) a story (f)ic)." 

Akhyanam is that which is told. Thus the formation is stated, 
communicated or declared. 

prakrtivad iti/ 
"(The word) restored to its original form." 

That which was the original form of kansavadha and the rest, formed from 
f)ic like that (original too) is the karaka relationship, that kaitsa and the 
rest (had, should be restored to that original). The meaning is that 'just as 
the nature of karman (is applicable) for kansavadha etc. with regard to the 
action of telling (a story), so likewise for kaitsa and the rest also, who have 
the condition of being the object of an unaccomplished (unascertained) 
tale. Also by extension of the condition of the original for kaitsa and the 
rest, because of being separated (from han etc.). In the case of kansam 
aghatayat 'He caused kaitsa to be slain' and the rest, when there is the 
technical name aitga for Hansa and the rest, separated (from vadha etc.), 
at augment and the rest are not applicable for kansa and the rest. And 
because of producing vat (like), it is even applicable for resorting to its 
own original condition. 

In the example, 'He unites that with (knowledge of conjunction of the 
moon) with Pu$Ja' there is no karman nature for pu$Ja. Or else prakrtivat 
means occurring (existing) like the original, that is like the prakrti. 

Through resorting to 'extending both ways', being karaka relation for 
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that ending in {Zi, somewhere someone is accepted (as agent). By reason of 
the restoration to the original in the case of 'the coming of the king' I 
rajagamanam etc. elision of n also ceases and (the proper form) obtained 
becomes 'rajanam agamayati' 'he causes the king to come'. 

34.17 kamsavadham iti/ 
"(He tells the story of) the killing of Kaitsa." 

Although here the cessation of the adesa (substitute) vadha is established, 
because of (the formulation of Patafijali on 4.1.36 va. 4) sanniyoga
si$fllnt1m anyatartipltye 'ubhayora{Zyabhava/;t 'when there is departure of 
one of the remaining connections (in an operation) there is absence of 
both', nonetheless, because the cessation is not established as valid, due to 
the absence of having a remainder from the connection in place of the 
gutturals in the case of example 
pu~e{ZQ yo gam janati pu~e{ZQ yojayati/ 
"He knows the (name of) the connection (of the moon) with the asterism 
Pu~a" (Where in the verbal form of yuj the talu/palatal j is reverted to in 
this formation with {lie). So itis stated "restoration to the original state (of 
prakrti)". See va. 11 in this satra. 

34.29 kim punar iti/ 
"But (should there be the arising of Q.ic only after these words which 
have become the names of tales ... )?" 

The meaning is of tales like kaitsavadha which have had lopa elision of n 
etc. 
"When the function of the activity of telling the story is for the purpose of 
seeing/visualising something." 
When one situated in a forest, having approached deer playing, relates "in 
this very place such kinds of deer play", then application of {lie in the 
context of telling a story is applicable for the purpose of visualising what 
is to be explained. 
drsi ik kr~adibhya/;t va· 8 dyoti 3.3.108 

35.2 yada hi grama iti/ 
"For (only) when in the village does he see playing of deer." 

Because of the impossibility of deer in a village, there is not application of 
{lie for the purpose of seeing them. And this 'when it is for the purpose of 
seeing' has to be seen as only having 'playing of deer etc.' as its sphere of 
application. However, in the context of 'the coming of the king' 
rajagamana etc., even in the absence of application for the purpose of 
seeing, {lie is applicable. 

35.6 va· 9 aratrivivasam itil 
"He tells a tale until daybreak." 

The meaning is 'as long or until the finishing or passing of the night, so 
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long he tells the tale." 
Nagesa: The sense is that 'ratri' is the continuous period of time and the 
tale is the akhyana and the karmanlobject. Because of the intransitive 
nature of the dhatu vas, gatibuddhi 1.4.52 etc. applies and therefore the 
karman nature of ratri applies when that having a cause/hetumat follows. 
va"10 

35.8 citr'ikara'(la iti/ 
"(!Yic acts) in the sense of surprise (at reaching a place)." 

Here Qic is to be stated when the sense understood obtains as causing 
surprise or wonder. 

prap'ltil 
"When (there is) suspense at reaching (Qic)." 

by va· 9 (on 3.3.108) sal'flpadadibhya/J, kvip 
u in sense of bhava 
similarly jiii in va• 11 

35.10 sal'flbhavayata iti/ 
''Thus he thinks it is possible." 

The form of this is derived from the tenth class bha atmanepada, in this 
sense of obtainment or attainment. 
Dh. P. bha cu· a• se· 1945 praptav atmanepad'i va· 11 

35.14 pu$JeQeti/ 
"He knows the time of the moon's conjunction with the Pu$Ja 
asterism." 

Pu$Ja is the agent of the action of conjoining for that connects with the 
moon. In that context, satra ubhayapraptau karmaQi 2.3.86 (krti $ll${hi) 
applies, whereby "when the agent and the object are denoted by words 
formed with krt pratyayas and both are employed in one sentence then the 
sixth case is only for the karmanlobject". Due to that restriction, in the 
absence of sixth case there is a third case compounded as 'pu$Jayoga'. In 
that context because of the extension of 'being like the original/prakrti iva, 
the third case is applicable for expressing agent. However, the la (tense 
pratyaya) is in fact principal, so is applicable in the sense of (principal/ 
agent not secondary) by extended application. 

Pra. on 34.16 samanyakrtatvad iti/ 
"(This need not be stated because Qic) is taught/formed (in the sense 
of cause) in general." 

The meaning is because of the correct forms being in fact established by 
the general rule alone. 

35.19 devadatte cetil 
"(For the nature of the cause) in Devadatta and (the sun is the 
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same)." 
The meaning is the nature of cause of the other is the (same) sphere (of 
application) as that of Devadatta. 

Pra. on 36.4 pra paribhti$tl iti/ 'reproofs' 
dm:u:Janadika/:t = verbal punishment 

36.9 yadabhipraye$U itil 
"Since (they are) intent on (fulfilling) his intensions." 

That was stated by Bhartrhari 
nimittebhya/:t pravartante sarva eva svabhataye/ 
abhiprayanurodho 'pi svarthasyaiva prasiddhaye/1 3.7.124 
"For various reasons everybody in fact acts for his own welfare. Even 
conforming to the wish of another is really to fulfill one's own purpose." 

36.9 sajjanta itil 
"They are intent on" 

Atmanepada (here) because of Patafijali's so stating it. However, in the 
Dhatu Patha $asja is only parasmaipada with gluficu in the sense of 
movement. 

36.14 cirahata itil 
"When (kansa) was killed long ago ... " 

The meaning is, because of the impossibility of the nature of present 
(time) for the action of a prompter of the (condition of) killer/killing one 
being sentenced to death; however, when additional enumeration is begun 
there is no fault, because of the present nature of the story (being told). 

2.36.15.4 sobhanika iti/ 
'actors' (K.B.Iyer 'T of) 12.10.69) 
'Interpreters to the audience of the dumb actors of shadow figures.' 

Kaiyata: Due to the female teacher's explaining for the actors imitating 
kansa and the rest. It is intended to express in the Bht1$Ya that by the mind 
of the spectators, the actor imitating kansa is understood as kal)Sa. 
c.f. K. Arth. 2.27.25 
natanartaka plavakasaubhikacara1J,tlnam ... 
S.Br. 13.3.3.7.8 gandharva/:t yuvana sobhana/:t apsarasa yuvavaya/:t 
sobhana 

2.36.16 kamsakar$a1J,ya c.f. V.1 kanyasya kr$7Jasya ca sabda ga4umatram 
c.f. V.1 ga4a4amatram 

36.17 granthike$V iti/ 
"(How then) in books?" 

The meaning is those who relate or recite stories. 
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36.17 te 'prti 

"For they also (explain ... by reason)." 
This was stated by Bhartrhari 
sabdopahitaraptif]1S IU buddher Vi$ayattil'fl gatanf 
pratyak$am iva kaf]1Sadln sadhanatvena manyate/1 3.7.5 
"One thinks of kmisa and the rest, whose forms are placed before (us, i.e. 
represented) by words and who became the objects of the mind's eye, as 
being of the nature of instruments or means (for accomplishing the action), 
as though they were present before the eyes (in person)." 

London 
U.K. 
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